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Chapter 1

1. What is a Population?
The word “population” can refer not only to
people, but to groups of beetles, or cacti, or even
fireflies! A population is a group of individuals of one
species living in an area and occupying a particular
ecological niche. This book is about the impacts
of populations on their environments and on other
populations. It is also about how populations grow,
things which limit their growth, what happens to
populations when limits to their growth are not
present, what has happened to various populations in
the past, and what is presently occurring. Key questions
in this book concern what could happen to the world
in the future as a result of the growth or decline of
populations.

What is the Connection Among
Robinson Crusoe, Juan Fernández, and Goats?
Robinson Crusoe is a subtropical island. It appears as an imposing and
unexpected structure that raises from the surface of the ocean as you sail
towards it. For a sailor like Juan Fernández
and his crew coming from the loneliness of an
unending sea, their first encounter with this island
might have been like they were in an incredible
fantasy, like a miracle.
The first documented humans to find
Robinson Crusoe Island were the sailor Juan
Fernández and his crew, on November 22, 1574.
He dedicated the discovery to Spain and named
the three major islands Más a Tierra (today known
as Robinson Crusoe), Más Afuera (today known as
Alejandro Selkirk), and Santa Clara.
Acceding to the Spanish Crown’s wishes,
Fernández settled the islands bringing 60 Indians, and goats and chickens.
After he left there were only sporadic visits of ships and crews, so the goats
Juan Fernández had taken to the island in his colonization project multiplied.
Diego de Rosales, a Jesuit who came a century later was astonished to see them
when he stopped at Robinson Crusoe Island. He stayed at the island for a few
days to plant trees and vegetables to help feed the crews of visiting ships.
2
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Many sailors, explorers, and pirates often stopped at island Más a Tierra
throughout the 17th century. The most famous visit was that of Alexander
Selkirk, who decided to abandon his ship, the “Cinque Ports” after a dispute
with his captain and stay at Más a Tierra Island. He lived on this island for
4 years and 4 months alone until rescued by a British Ship. Years later, the
author Daniel Defoe heard about Alexander Selkirk and the story of his exile
on a faraway island and used it as a basis for his character Robinson Crusoe.
What follows is the story of Goat Island with a scenario
of what it might have been like to be a sailor on the ship
commanded by Juan Fernández.

The Story of Goat Island
To the lookout at the head of the mast the vast
expanse of the Pacific waters stretched endlessly from
horizon to horizon. His captain, Juan Fernandes, had
warned him that their lives depended on the keenness
of his eyesight. It was fifty years before the American
revolution that created the United States. The great
nations of the world in the early 1700s were England
and Spain. Those two countries sent sailing ships across
the world’s seas competing for the wealth of unknown
lands.
The crewman squinted against the glaring
sunlight as the ship rocked lazily on rounded
swells. A light wind was slowly moving them
westward. The last landfall was two months
before and there had been no rainstorms to refill
their water casks. Their ration had been reduced
to two cups of water a day. A blur of white
seemed to hang low off to the northwest. He
tried to clear his vision. If it was an English ship
it could mean anything from a verbal exchange of
insults to an exchange of gunfire and a boarding
party. If it was a cloud it could mean rain or an
island. Excitedly he called down to the deck.
The captain’s telescope revealed a brown smudge
under a distant cloud and they changed course to
head for what later was called Goat Island.
When the ship of Juan Fernandes sailed up
to Goat Island they found, to their relief, that
the tiny island had a plentiful supply of water.
It was not inhabited by man or beast and there
was much fertile pasture. On board his ship the
Spanish captain had six goats whose flesh was a
reserve of food for his crew. To establish a future
food supply he chose to put ashore one male and
one female goat. He noted the position of the
island and on his return informed his superiors of
its existence.
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Photo by Andrys Basten, University of
California, Berkeley

In the next few decades, the island was
visited by Spanish sea captains who noted changes
on the island. The lush conditions so favored
goat life that in the first years their population
grew quickly. There were goats feeding in every
part of the island. Yet only a few years after
that the Spanish captains were disappointed,
for they found the goats greatly diminished in
number, weak and bony. Yet again, on subsequent
visits, their numbers were up and their condition
good.
Observant visitors noted that the plant life
on which the goats depended likewise waxed
and waned. Goat overabundance reduced the
limited food supply and then the goat population
was decimated by famine. Released from the
demands of large numbers of plant destroyers,
in only a year or two the plants responded with
increased growth only to again suffer destruction
at the mouths of the new young goats. Thus did
the goat population of “Goat Island” rise and
fall and was never permanent. Good times and
increase in numbers were inevitably followed by
starvation and death.
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If ships arrived with starving men aboard
when the goat population was up, the goat herd
was their salvation. As the ships sailed away,
leaving the goat population reduced, the death
toll served as a benefit for those remaining.
Now the danger of death by famine was staved
off. If a goat philosopher could contemplate the
departing ships he might console his fellows with
the knowledge that the sacrifice of some of their
companions was a benefit to the family of goats
as a whole.

In the course of time English ship captains
found out about Goat Island and also used it as a
food reservoir. Too frequently the Spanish would
arrive at the island to find the supply of goats so
diminished that there were none they could take.
Goaded by the evidence that the English had
preceded them the Spanish decided to forgo the
benefits of the island if they could also deprive
the English of them—they delivered to the island
one male and one female greyhound, with the
following result:
Feeding on the plentiful supply of meat of
young goats, the dogs increased their numbers
prodigiously. As the Spanish had foreseen, the
population of goats was reduced. But the more
agile of the goats retreated to the rocky heights
of the island where they were safe from the
dogs. They descended to the lush valleys only
to feed and then retired quickly to safety as the
dogs approached. Only the weak and careless
became prey.

Likewise the dog population declined.
Deprived of an easy source of sustenance only
Illustration adapted from
http://www.adopt-a-greyhound.org/treats/body_clipart.htm the quickest, strongest and most watchful dogs
survived. A new kind of oscillating balance was
established on the island wherein a quantity of plants, a
number of goats, and a population of dogs continued in good
The story of Goat Island is based on
health and in good harmony for many years. This harmony
the writings of Joseph Townsend,
did not, however, extend to native species that existed
born 1739, died 1816 (as reported
on the island before the Spaniards and English mariners
in Population, Evolution, and
arrived. They either became extinct or were driven to the
Birth Control assembled by Garrett
brink of extinction.
Hardin, W. H. Freeman, 2nd Edition
1969), and on a history of the Juan
A number of “Goat Islands” have been created in
Fernandez Islands supplied by the
tropical archipelagos as mariners traveled to them and left
Chilean government.
their animals behind to breed unchecked by their natural
predators.
A modern-day goat island exists in the Galapagos
Islands on the Island of Santa Fe. Here the endangered land
iguana (Iguanas terrestris) was once described by Charles
Darwin in 1845 as so numerous that “we could not for some
time find a spot free from their burrows on which to pitch
our single tent.” Since Darwin’s time, they have drastically
declined in numbers due to introduced animals, including
large herds of goats. The goats feed on all the vegetation,
and churn up the resulting barren volcanic soil into a fine
choking pumice-like dust. Efforts by Park rangers to keep
the goat population under control by shooting them has
been unsuccessful.
Photo by Eloise Farmer
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Another animal which suffers from the
overpopulation of goats is the rare and endangered
giant tortoise. Tortoises also depend on vegetation
for their food and compete directly with the goats.
As we’ll see in this book, the story of Goat Island
is not unique. It is similar in many ways to the
story of how any population grows. Populations
of rabbits, deer, grasshoppers, and even people,
display certain patterns as they grow to fill their
natural environment.

Photo by Mark Jacobson

Investigation

Population Growth Behavior
Conduct an experiment growing live
organisms which are much, much smaller than
goats. Determine whether or not this population
behaves in much the same manner as a population
of goats.

A similar experiment can be done with fruit flies
in a vial, duckweed in a small dish, or human
fibroblasts.
1
ml

1
ml

9
ml
parent
culture

Serial dilution
Serial Dilution may be achieved by diluting cultures before counting
them:

9
ml
1
10

Mix 1 ml. of molasses solution prepared for
you by your teacher, a pinch of dried yeast, and
9 ml water in a test tube. Grow for 24 hours.
Observe and count all yeasts visible in the field
of view under a microscope using a drop of yeast
culture at 400X magnification. Continue to count
cells every few days for 2 weeks. It may be
necessary to use serial dilution to make yeasts
easier to count. Graph the yeast population
growth.

1
100

http://www.brooklyn.cuny.
edu/bc/ahp/MBG/MBG4/
Dilution.html

Take 1 ml from a parent culture and add it to 9 ml distilled water.
After mixing thoroughly, take 1 ml of culture from your diluted tube and
add it to a 3rd tube containing 9 ml of distilled water. Mix thoroughly before
counting. This gives a total of a 100-fold dilution. (Multiply your counts
by 100 to get the original number of organisms)
Observe the appearance of the test tube and odors detected. Graph
your yeast counts, and log your observations.
What has happened to the population of yeasts in the test tube?
Have the yeasts encountered limiting factors?
What might they be?
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Limiting Factors
Limiting factors can be summarized as
the conditions that restrict the growth of a
population. For example, food supply limited the
carrying capacity of the goat population, and even
the tiniest of organisms like yeast have similar
limiting factors.

In 1925 an Italian mathematician named Vito
Volterra studied the relationship between sharks
and their prey in the Adriatic Sea. He devised a
mathematical model describing how their numbers
change over time. His equations predict that the
two populations—sharks and the smaller fish on
which they feed—will always vary periodically. No
matter what the numbers of predators and prey
are at the start of their relationship, they will
tend to return to the same values—the carrying
capacity of the two populations— again and again.
This can also be seen in the “Lynx and hare”
predator/prey population graph on this page. If
the hare population shoots up, the lynx population
does also, a short time later.
All populations have limiting factors and
no population can continue to grow forever.
Elephants are very slow reproducers, but if all
their young survived they could double their
population in a little under 50 years. George G.
Simpson and William S. Beck in their book Life
estimated that if all the offspring of one elephant
pair survived and reproduction of elephants
continued for 100,000 years, their mass would
fill the visible universe.

http://quest.arc.nasa.gov/ltc/nps/images/shark.jpg
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http://www-rohan.sdsu.edu/~jmahaffy/courses/f00/math122/lectures/intro.html
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Questions to Ponder

?

1.1 What are limiting factors other than space
that might hold down or even reverse the
growth of populations? [Make a list.]
1.2 Just as the growth of dogs affected
the carrying capacity of goats on Goat
Island, the growth of human populations
are affecting populations of plants and
animals. What are some limiting factors
caused by humans that are affecting
plants and animals around the world?
1.3 Why are island species so vulnerable to new
kinds of organisms?
1.4 What are some limiting factors which might
be causing the decline of tortoise and
iguana populations?

1.5 What kind of growth would you expect from
a newly introduced species which has no
enemies?
1.6 What kind of growth would you expect from
a newly introduced species with many
enemies?
1.7 Which is a more likely scenario—a newly
introduced species which has no enemies
or a newly introduced species with many
enemies?

Investigation

Alien Invaders

(No, not this kind
of alien)

• Search the internet for “alien species” or “alien
invaders” and list at least five species which have
invaded your area of the United States.
• Select one of these and write a page on their success
or lack of success in remaining alive.
• Be ready to report on this species to your class.

Questions
1.8 Is it true that only islands are vulnerable to
invasion from alien species?
1.9 What can be done to avoid these alien invasions?

For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS website “Staying Up To Date” page:
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/8pop. We invite you to send us new articles for the "Staying
Up To Date" web page for this chapter. Articles may be from local newspapers, magazines,
websites, or other sources that you think would be of interest to classrooms around the country.
To send us articles please go to the link
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html and find the "Submit New Article" button.
Population Growth—Chapter 1: What Is a Population?
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Chapter 2

2. Patterns in Populations
Understanding the patterns of population
change has become possible by creating
mathematical models, or equations, that have
the same characteristics as actual populations.
An equation that successfully models population
growth must display some of the same patterns
that we saw on Goat Island. Making a graph that
is a visual expression of a mathematical equation
can be very helpful in understanding the meaning
of the equation.
Goat illustration adapted from Eron Cohen, http://alt.binaries.clip-art
Greyhound illustration adapted from
http://www.adopt-a-greyhound.org/treats/body_clipart.htm

Investigation

Making Graphic Representations
of Population Behavior
Draw a graph which fits each of the scenarios below.
Scenario One: When the population was young, there was lots of food, room to
grow, and no natural predators, so the population grew rapidly.
Scenario Two: After a few years of unchecked growth, the goats ate nearly all of
the available food. Many goats died of famine. When the food grew back, their
numbers increased, and they devoured the food again. The population oscillated
up and down, above and below a certain average number.
Scenario Three: When the herd of goats was culled regularly, by sailors or later by
dogs, the numbers of goats were kept low enough so they did not eat all of the
food. The population grew to a certain maximum size and a population of healthy
goats remained stable for a long time.
Question 2.1 Can you think of some other ways that the populations could grow
and decline?
Get together with a group in your class and brainstorm all of the additional
population patterns you can think of and list the limiting factors which affected these
populations in all your scenarios. Be ready to show your graphs to other groups in
your class and to explain your rationale in each case.

8
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Feedback Loops
Another way to understand the reasons
for changes in the goat population is to draw a
concept map of the island ecosystem. If you do
this, you will notice that the map has loops. These
are called feedback loops. You probably have
heard the term feedback when someone asks you
a question such as, “How did you like the party?
I would like your feedback.” Just answering a
question is not necessarily feedback. Only if the
response changes the future situation is it proper
to call the response feedback. For example, if the
question was, “Do you think there were too many
people at the party?” The response is feedback
because it can change future actions.

Invite
fewer
people

There were
too many
people
PARTY
PLANNING

There were
not enough
people

Invite
more
people

In the language of science, feedback only
occurs when the result automatically controls
the process of change—the output of a system
controls its input. A room thermostat is often
used in illustrating the principle.

Investigation

Human Thermostat
Materials for one or two people:
• container of hot water
• container of cold water
• container of room temperature water
• thermometer.
• graph paper and pencil.
Take the temperature of the water in each
container. The goal is to raise the temperature
of the room temperature water exactly 5 degrees
Celsius. Students must add enough hot water to
achieve this goal, and maintain this temperature
for 10 minutes, recording the temperature of
the container every minute. The temperature
should be placed on a graph, and the questions
below answered.
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Question 2.2. Was it easy to maintain a
temperature at one exact point?
Question 2.3. What did the temperature
actually do?
Question 2.4. Do you think real thermostats
also behave in this manner?
Question 2.5. Diagram a feedback loop for your
thermostat.
You have just completed a negative feedback
loop! This kind of loop always maintains a
balance, or in biological terms, homeostasis.

9

The type of feedback loop in a thermostat
is called a negative feedback loop. A room
thermostat is often a wall-mounted switch which
works as follows:
There are two thermometers in the
thermostat. One displays the temperature and
is located in the cover. The other controls the
heating and cooling systems and is simply a
coiled bimetallic strip (two different types of
metal laminated together). The metals in the
strip expand and contract when they are heated
or cooled, but each metal has a different rate
of expansion, so when heated, the metal on the
inside of the coil expands more and the strip
tends to uncoil.

Thermostat

The center of the coil is connected to the
temperature-adjustment lever, and a mercury
switch is mounted to the end of the coil so
that when the coil winds or unwinds, it tips the
mercury switch one way or the other.
Your concept map of the thermostat may
have looked like the one below. The Thermostat
represents a negative feedback loop which tends
to keep the condition of the system stable.

www.howstuffworks.com

Inside cover:
mercury switch
and bimetallic
coil

Thermostat
cover

Heater switches on

Temperature
cools until
mercury switch
connects and
turns on heater

Heater switches off

Start

Is temperature
greater than 66°?

no

Turn heat
ON

With heater on, temperature
increases until mercury
switch disconnects and
turns off heater

yes

Turn heat
OFF
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Hypothalamus

TRH
Pituitary Gland

T3-T4

TSH

T3-T4

http://www.endocrineweb.com/
thyfunction.html

There are negative feedback loops in your body which maintain
stability in your living system. In biology, these negative feedback
loops are called homeostasis. A good example is the interaction
between your thyroid gland and your pituitary gland. The thyroid
gland is under the control of the pituitary gland, a small gland the
size of a peanut at the base of the brain (shown in the diagram).
When the level of thyroid hormones (T3 & T4) drops too low, the
pituitary gland produces Thyroid Stimulating Hormone (TSH) which
stimulates the thyroid gland to produce more hormones. Under
the influence of TSH, the thyroid will manufacture and secrete T3
and T4 thereby raising their blood levels. The pituitary senses this
and responds by decreasing its TSH production. One can imagine
the thyroid gland as a furnace and the pituitary gland as the
thermostat. Thyroid hormones are like heat. When the heat gets
back to the thermostat, it turns the thermostat off. As the room
cools (the thyroid hormone levels drop), the thermostat turns back
on (TSH increases) and the furnace produces more heat (thyroid
hormones).
Question 2.6. There are many other examples of negative feedback
found in nature. Can you think of any? Find an example in a book
or on internet and diagram it as a negative feedback loop.
Question 2.7. Can you think of negative feedback in manufactured
substances? Make a diagram of one such feedback loop.

Negative and Positive Feedback
The kinds of feedback illustrated by all the
examples used so far maintain many natural systems
at proper working levels. It is called negative
feedback because the change to the system is
restored each time to the start by canceling out
the change. Therefore, the change is added, but
then subtracted. This keeps the system within
bounds.
Question 2.8. Can you explain how the amount of
light coming into your eye controls how much
more light comes in? Diagram this loop.
When the topic of feedback is discussed the
idea of positive always being good gets turned on its
head. Physicists long ago labeled positive feedback
as feedback which added to the change in the
system. This creates a situation which escalates
until the situation is out of control.
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No cooling
Dry skin

No sweating

Normal
temperature

Excess heat

Sweat

Wet skin
Evaporative
cooling
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Question 2.9. Using the PalestinianIsraeli conflict as an example, can
you make a positive feedback loop?

A hits B

A is furious

Another example of positive feedback
can be when the very condition that
makes a place special makes it overused.
Ecotourism is an example. These tours
usually consist of groups of people who
love nature who want to see some of the
rare and beautiful wonders of the world.
Our beautiful Yosemite National Park has
been overrun by so many tourists that
traffic jams and air pollution are the norm.
So many people wish to view the beauty
that they have spoiled the beauty.

A takes out
weapon

A gets angry

Question 2.10. Can you think of other
natural wonders in danger from
ecotourism? Make a positive feedback
loop illustrating your choice.

A strongly
insults B

B strongly
insults A

A feels upset

Let’s return now to Goat Island in the light
of our new knowledge about positive and negative
feedback loops.
The diagram below shows the island
ecosystem before the introduction of dogs.
Question 2.11. Does the diagram show a
positive or negative feedback loop?

Feedback Control of a
Population of Goats
Outflow
Death rate

Inflow

12

Amount of food
supply
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B gets
angry

A insults B

B insults
A

B is
upset

Here are some clues.
Looking at the bottom line, we can see that
the amount of food depends on the environmental
conditions (which determine how quickly the food
grows) and consumption (which determine how
rapidly it is depleted). Looking at the top line,
we see that the population of goats depends on
the birthrate and death rate.

Inflow

Population of
goats

Birth rate

Feedback
loop
Environmental
conditions

B hits A

Consumption
Outflow

The connection
between the upper
and lower parts of the
diagram is crucial.

Looking at the vertical arrows, we can
see that the population of goats affects
the consumption of plants; and that
the number of plants affect the death
rate of the goats. The number of goats
affects the food supply, which affects
the number of goats, which affects food
supply, and so on.
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Feedback Control of a Population of Goats and Dogs
The second diagram shows
what happens to the system when
the dogs are introduced. The
bottom and middle layers are the
same as before, but a top layer has
been added. The death rate of the
goats is now affected not only by
the available food supply, but by the
population of predators as well. The
population of goats, in turn, affects
the death rate of dogs. When the
population of goats falls, the dogs
have less to eat. There are now two
feedback loops in the system; one
linking the goats and plants, and one
linking the goats and dogs.
The ecosystem map is a
simplified picture of reality that
can show us things. As an example,
consider this question:

Inflow

Population of
dogs

Birth rate

Outflow
Death rate

Feedback
loop B
Outflow
Death rate

Population of
goats

Inflow
Birth rate

Feedback
loop A
Environmental
conditions
Inflow

Amount of food
supply

Consumption
Outflow

Question 2.12. What would happen if a blight sweeps the island,
and most of the plants that the goats depend on for food die?
How would that affect the goats and the dogs?
Try making a feedback loop for this situation.
Positive feedback loops often can result in
the total breakdown of the system, and with living
organisms, possible extinction or huge cycles of feast
and famine. This is often the result of populations
exceeding the carrying capacity of their environments
due to the exponential growth in numbers.

What is Exponential Growth?
When populations grow rapidly because there are few
limiting factors the growth is exponential. This happened
on Goat Island at the beginning when there were no dogs
and there was plenty of food and water for the goats.
Exponential growth can have tremendous impacts.

Population Growth—Chapter 2: Patterns in Populations
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Investigation

How Many is a Billion?
The mind dulls when we are faced with large
numbers that are outside of our daily experience.
A million, a billion, what’s the difference? We
tend to put them in the same category—large
numbers, and let it go at that. But in dealing with
human populations, as in dealing with money, a
billion is a lot different than a million. For one
thing, a billion (1,000,000,000) has three more
zeros in it than a million (1,000,000). That means
a billion is equivalent to 1,000 million.
Suppose your parents offer you two
alternatives for your allowance: They will give
you ten dollars every day for the year, or they
will give you a penny the first day, and double the
penny every day for a year. Which offer would

you take? After you write your choice, you will
do a one-month sample which will tell you which
would be the better offer.
Take the copy of the calendar for February
and a calculator, and write in each day the total
amount you will have in your pocket. At the end
of the month, write your grand total.
Which is the best deal?
What has happened here?
Does this happen with some populations?
What would the numbers be like if you
substituted bacteria for pennies? The
following investigation will help you to find
out.

Investigation

Bacterial Growth and Populations
Supposing that you grow bacteria in a petri
dish, giving them the diet they like best.

Yum
These bacteria can then
divide approximately once every
20 minutes, doubling their numbers
in that time period.

First, try to guess about how many pounds of
cells there would be at the end of 24 hours. Write
the amount you guess on a sheet of paper.

Yum
Yum
How many bacteria would there be in the petri
dish at the end of 24 hours?
(Answer this before you go on to the next question—
write it down on a sheet of paper)
14
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Of course, the number of cells after one full
day of growth is interesting and surprising! There
is another thing we must think about when such
a great number of things, no matter how small,
collect in one place. Cells like the ones we are
talking about weigh something. For example,
suppose that each cell weighs 1.1 x 10 -15 pounds.
That is .000 000 000 000 0011 pounds. That is very,
very light.

Now try to figure out the weight of 4.3
sextillion cells after 24 hours.
If you multiplied 4,300,000,000,000,000,000,000
cells by the weight of one of them,
.000 000 000 000 0011, you would find the weight
after 24 hours to be 4,730,000 pounds—over four
million pounds!

Population Growth—Chapter 2: Patterns in Populations

4,730,000 pounds is about the same weight
as 1300 large cars. Surely, the building holding
all those cells would buckle under all that extra
weight.
Exponential (Log)
Phase

Lag Phase

Stationary
Phase

Death
Phase

http://www.hawaii.edu/
malama/teachers/TLunsford/
safety/Growth_curve.htm

A number of things might keep the
cells from growing to such a great mass.
Did you guess that these are:
Limited food supply

The growth of the bacteria is shown in the
graph. The curve rises very steeply after 11 to
twelve hours.
This is called exponential growth.
We know that many things can happen to keep
the cells from growing that much or we would be
buried by bacteria!
Question 2.13. Can you think of what kinds of things
might happen to keep the bacteria from filling
the laboratory and then the world?
Write any ideas you might have in your notebook
or on paper provided by your teacher.

There may be still other possibilities, too. The growing
body of cells after ten hours or so may begin to change
the temperature of the air around it. As a result, the
temperature change may slow the growth rate.
We are talking here of things in the surroundings that
may hold back the growth of the cells. The surroundings can
only support a certain number of the cells. This is called
the carrying capacity.

Amount of space for growth
Death rate of the cells
Buildup of waste products
Attack by or competition with other
cells
Weight of the mass of cells upon itself

When that number is reached the population growth
slows. Finally, it levels off. The same ideas would hold for
humans and their population growth rate. Has this happened
yet with the human population? How can you find out?

Investigation

What Do You Mean? It’s Only a Drop in the Bucket!
Adapted from a lab by Fred Goldberg and James Shuman, The Physics Teacher, October 1984, p.444.

Hypothesis: How much time do you estimate it will take to fill the bucket completely?
WRITE DOWN YOUR HYPOTHESIS ON PAPER.

Materials
An empty bucket, a number of different sizes
of droppers and beakers, and a water supply.

Procedure
Your task is to begin by putting one single
drop of water into the bucket, and then doubling
that amount every 30 seconds until the bucket is
full. Make sure that one member of the group
is keeping track of the number of drops you use
each time.
Graph your data.
What would be your independent variable?
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What would be your dependent variable?
How long did it take your group to fill the
bucket?
Was your hypothesis close?
Write your reactions to these results. Can
you think of a real life situation for which this is
an analogy? (Other than the water torture).
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Exponential Growth , Road Kill,
and Sexual Reproduction
If you have traveled in the southern
part of the United States and in Mexico,
you may have noticed a particular animal
which is often run over by automobiles.
Why are these animals often the victims
of drivers, and how do they manage to
survive despite the large numbers being
killed on the highways?
So far you have only applied the idea
of exponential growth to nonliving objects
or to organisms which reproduce by simple
cell division. What about organisms which
reproduce sexually like the goats and the
dogs? Are they also subject to periods of
exponential growth? Let us find out by
meeting Mamadillo and Papadillo and some
of their descendents.

Investigation

Adding Armadillos
(Adapted from ZPG’s Elementary Population Activities Kit)

In the wild, the nine-banded armadillo of
North and South America lives about three years
after reaching maturity, and mates and produces
four litters of offspring each year. We will study
one such armadillo family that begins with
Mamadillo and Papadillo, and figure out what it
looks like in three generations (when Mamadillo
is a grandmother).

***Extra challenge! At this rate, how long would
it take for there to be more than 2000 armadillos?
Why aren’t there very many armadillos today?

Mamadillo and Papadillo mate and have one
litter a year for three years. Each litter is always
four little female armadillos. We will assume that
each female successfully finds a mate from some
other litter.

Remember that earlier in the book you read
about what would happen if all the elephants
born survived. Would the same situation occur
eventually with armadillos? What limiting factors
prevent us from being up to our arm pits in
armadillos?

Question 2.14. What is the total number of baby
armadillos borne by Mamadillo, her offspring,
and their offspring, in the three years?

16
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Make a table like the one shown on the next
page. Graph the population of armadillos from
your results. Your independent variable is the
time, and your dependent variable is the number
of armadillos.
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Table of Armadillo Population—Offspring of Mamadillo and Papadillo
Year

0

A
Offspring
from one
year ago
[D, prev. line]

B
Offspring
from two
years ago
[D, 2 lines up]

C
Offspring
from three
years ago
[D, 3 lines up]

D
E
New
Deaths
offspring		
[4F, 1 line up]		

Originally there are two armadillos,
Mamadillo & Papadillo.

0

1

0

2

0

3

0

F
TOTAL
Females
[1+D-E]

1

4
5
Question 2.15. What might prevent the numbers of armadillos from
being as large as you calculated? Refer back to the activity on the
bacteria to get some ideas. Do the limits on bacterial populations
also apply to armadillos, goats, or dogs? Discuss your ideas with
your classmates and prepare to present them to the class.
Question 2.16. What are some limiting factors caused by humans that
are affecting plants and animals around the world?

How Do We Know Population Size?
We often talk about how big a population is and how fast it is growing,
how many are surviving in a certain area, and whether or not a population is
endangered. How can ecologists find out what is happening in a population in
the wild? After all, they cannot go out into the field and see every individual
organism. They can collect pelts and count them as they did with the lynx
and the hare, or they can use what field biologist call “mark-recapture” You
will perform an activity which shows how this works.
If weather and your terrain around the school permit, you can do a markrecapture activity with real organisms other than grasshoppers. There are
many suggestions on the internet.
Obviously, we normally do not go out and mark and recapture humans
for study. (Can you think of a way that a mark-recapture activity could be
done in a high school to estimate the total number of students?) Instead, we
use a method called a survey. The Nielson ratings used for television are an
example of this type of counting, as are telephone surveys where a computer
randomly dials numbers to be called.

Population Growth—Chapter 2: Patterns in Populations
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Investigation

Grasshopper Mark and Recapture
This investigation involves a method of estimating the population
size of grasshoppers and other animals. This activity is conducted outside
in the fall, in an open field that will remain undisturbed for 1-2 weeks.
We capture grasshoppers and mark them in a way that will not injure
them.
The marked grasshoppers from the first sample (M) are released
where they were captured. A week or two later, a second sample from
the same population is taken (p). Some individuals will be marked, or
recaptured (m) from the first sampling, while others will be captured for
the first time, and thus will be unmarked. The ratio of marked animals
(m) to the total number of animals in the second sample (p) is assumed
to be the same as the total number of marked animals (M) is to the total
population size (P). Mathematically, m/p = M/P or P = (M x p) / m which
can be used to estimate of the total population of grasshoppers.

http://www.uidaho.
edu/so-id/entomology/
grasshoppers.htm

Materials:
2 insect sweep nets

Paint or nail polish

4 flags or stakes to mark sampling plot

1 large sheet

Paper and pencil

1 large plastic container with lid

Field guide to insects

1 metric tape measure (Or pace off the area)

Strategies for Investigation:
1. Mark off a grassy area that is 10m x 10m. Mark
corners with flags.
2. Two student collectors move through the site
vigorously sweeping their nets through the
vegetation. Students begin at opposite sides
of the site to avoid driving grasshoppers out
of the sampling area.
3. Take the animals caught to the side of the
sampling plot. Carefully open the net just
enough to catch the grasshoppers one at a
time. While one student holds a grasshopper,
another puts a dot of nail polish or liquid paper
on its thorax, being careful not to get the
marking substance on the wings or the head.
Put each grasshopper into the plastic container
as it is marked. One student must keep a tally
of how many grasshoppers are marked (M).
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4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 two more times.
5. Release all grasshoppers into the center of the
sampling plot.
6. Return to the same plot in 1-2 weeks and
repeat the sampling. This time you will capture
some insects that are marked, which have
been recaptured from the original sampling,
and some individuals that are unmarked, or
captured for the first time.
7. Calculate the population size estimate using
the equation P = (M x p)/m, where M = the
total number of individuals marked in the first
sample, m = number of marked individuals in
the second sample (marked + unmarked), P =
population size estimate ((M x p)/m).
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Method of Evaluation:
Write a paragraph describing how you felt about handling insects
before and after you participated in this activity.
Write a “Today I learned... “ entry in your journal.
Write a paragraph explaining what you can learn about grasshoppers
by doing the GMR that you can’t learn by dissecting them (and
vice versa).
*(Adapted by Carolyn S. Nevin, co-author, from the 1993 Curriculum Guide of
the Northeast Alabama Network of Environmental Educators)

For new material relating to this chapter, please see
the GSS website “Staying Up To Date” page:
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/8pop. We invite
you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up
To Date" web page for this chapter. Articles may
be from local newspapers, magazines, websites, or
other sources that you think would be of interest to
classrooms around the country. To send us articles
please go to the link
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html
and find the "Submit New Article" button.

Population Growth—Chapter 2: Patterns in Populations
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Chapter 3

3. Population Reproduction,
Growth, and Change Over Time
Unfortunately, neither the Spanish nor the English sailors were terribly interested
in taking a census of the number of goats or dogs on the island during any of their
visits, and they did not do a mark-recapture that we know of. We can only guess
at the number of animals on Goat Island and how they grew and declined. We do
generally know, however, that populations grow and reproduce exponentially unless
limiting factors intervene.

Reproduction in Populations
All populations grow exponentially when they do not have too many limiting
factors operating upon them, but their methods of reproduction are different. There
are two main types of reproduction: asexual (for example bacteria and yeast) and
sexual (for example armadillos). There are evolutionary advantages and disadvantages
to each. Asexual reproduction is usually a lot faster—yeast and bacteria population
increases are counted in days or weeks, while armadillo population increases are
counted in years.
Asexual reproduction can be accomplished in a
number of ways. A bacteria cell does not have a nucleus
and reproduces in a process called binary fission, in which
DNA replicates and cellular material merely splits into two
equal parts, each containing half of the original cellular
substance. This is just about the simplest and fastest
means of reproducing. In yeast, a cell will form part of
its material into a small bud, which is a replica of the
parent sell. The bud breaks off and grows into a new yeast
cell which in turn grows buds. Sponges can reproduce by
fragmenting.

Rhizopus nigricans, the common black
bread mold. Seen here is a zygospore

Sexual reproduction always involves two parent
organisms, though in some cases it is difficult to tell
which is which! For example, Rhizopus nigricans, the
common black bread mold, has hyphae or strands which are called plus and
minus because no one can tell the difference by looking. However, the mold
can tell, since when these two strands meet, the mold forms a big black sexual
spore called a zygospore.

http://www.cat.cc.md.us/
courses/bio141/labmanua/
lab10/zygo.html

There are many interesting ways in which organisms have adapted for sexual
reproduction. Some fish change sex when necessary. In some cases, the male
has the babies and in some cases, he alone raises them. One fish even keeps the
babies in his mouth to protect them from predators until they are big enough to
escape on their own. The many strategies organisms have evolved to keep and
attract a mate and protect their young make very interesting reading. The end
result of all this effort, however, is successful propagation of the species.
20
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There are even some organisms, certain
sponges, algae, and bread mold, that can use
either asexual or sexual reproduction, depending
on environmental conditions.

Geometric Growth

Investigation

Moldy Bread
Next time you get a piece of moldy
bread, don’t throw it away right away. Get
a magnifying glass and see if you can see
the zygospores. They look like miniature
peppercorns. Better still, look at it through
a microscope.

Belgian mathematician, Pierre Verhulst
(1804–1849), while working on the theory of
numbers, became interested in social statistics.
In 1845, he took up the challenge of creating an
equation which simulated population growth and
to describe, in a mathematical way, the forces
which tend to prevent population growth from
increasing without limit. He was able to predict that an upper limit of the
Belgium population would be 9,400,000. Belgium population in 1994, over 150
years after Verhulst’s prediction, was 10,118,000, so his prediction looks pretty
good. [Source: http://www-gap.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/
Verhulst.html ] It may be worth it to have a look at his math.

To start Verhulst knew he would have to greatly simplify the patterns
of growth. His most rudimentary population equation is a great deal like
the armadillo activity you did in Chapter 2. As an illustration of Verhulst’s
principles, imagine a population of ladybugs, which are sexually reproducing
organisms. We will use the following symbols:
P = Population (number of ladybugs)
n = year, starting with year 1.
For example, if we start with
year 1 as 2003 (n = 1), then
for year 2004, n = 2,
for year 2005, n = 3, and so forth.
P

n

(pronounced “P” sub “n”) is the population (of
ladybugs) in year n.
Verhulst reasoned as follows:

1. The size of next year’s population depends on the
number of parents this year. Using our symbols as
shorthand, we could express this as
P

n+1

depends on P .
n

2. Populations increase by a certain factor every year.
For example, suppose that our imaginary ladybugs
double their number each year. 100 insects in year one
means 200 insects in year two. In shorthand this is:
P(next year) = 2 times P(this year).
and in the shortest shorthand (mathematically)
P

n+1

http://home.ptd.net/~insect/ladybug.html

=2P

(In real life, of course, insects lay
thousands or millions of eggs. Most of
the eggs are eaten by birds or spiders,
or destroyed by other natural causes.
The assumption that the population
doubles every year is despite all of
these complex events.)

n
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Investigation

Verhulst’s Population Equation
The easiest way to visualize how populations vary in time is to make a
graph. The horizontal axis represents time, and the vertical axis represents
the number of individuals in the population. If we start with 100 insects (P

1

= 100) , in year two, there will be 200 insects (P = 200).
Make a graph of the equation
P

n+1

=2P

n

using the graph points tabulated in the table at
right.
The factor 2 was put into the equation
because we imagined that each year our insect
population would be double the year before.
But, said Verhulst, if we want to think about all
kinds of increases we must recognize that they
all don’t double each year. Some grow faster,
some slower. Instead of the number 2 let’s put
in a letter which will stand for the number, or
factor, that we multiply by the previous year’s
population to get this year’s population. Let’s call
G the population growth factor. Our equation
now looks like this:
		

n

P

n

P

=

2P

n+1

n

1

P1 = 100

P2

=

2(100) = 200

2

P2 = 200

P3

=

2(200) = 400

3

P3 = 400

P4

=

2(400) = 800

4

P4 = 800

P5

=

2(800) = 1,600

5

P5 = 1,600 P6

=

2(1,600) = 3,200

6

P6 = 3,200 P7

=

2(3,200) = 6,400

Pn+1 = G * Pn

Now make a table and graph showing how
the population would change over six years if G=
3. On the same graph show how the population
would grow if G=1, and if G= 0.5.
Question 3.1. How do these different growth
factors affect the population?
Question 3.2. What would the population
be after ten or fifteen years for these
different growth factors?
The method of calculating the population
for each year based on the previous year is
called iteration. The invention of calculators and
computer spreadsheets has made the process of
iteration a very popular and easy way to calculate
population growth. If you have access to these
tools, you may want to calculate the population
for a wide variety of growth factors and lengths
of time.
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The result of our calculation is called a
geometric progression. Geometric population
growth can occur in special situations where the
food supply is plentiful and there is space for
organisms to grow. An example is the growth of
bacteria in a petri dish. They can double their
population in an hour. The population explosion
of rabbits in Australia is another example. But
no population can grow geometrically forever.
Limitations always exist. The petri dish has just
so much space. There are limits to the rabbit food
supply. The first years on Goat Island were those
of geometric growth for the population of goats
because the small population of goats had not yet
discovered the limits to their growth.
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Carrying Capacity
Carrying capacity of an ecosystem is the size of the population that can be
supported indefinitely with the available resources in that ecosystem. By now, you
may realize that limits to population growth include scarcity of food, disease, and
predators. In order to reflect the idea of carrying capacity in a population equation,
we need to use a different way of representing a population. One way of doing that
is using the idea of normalized population. This concept is a bit like when you say
to your friend, “On a scale of one to ten, how would you rate the quality of that
spaghetti sauce.” Except that a normalized spaghetti sauce scale is not one to ten,
but zero to one (as a decimal number), with one being the best sauce and zero being
the most awful imaginable sauce.
Until now the population in a given year, P , represented the total number of
n

individuals in a population. We now define the normalized population ρ as a decimal
n
number between 0 and 1 that represents the size of the population in relation to the
carrying capacity of the environment.
If ρ = 1, the population is at its maximum size; it has reached its
n
carrying capacity. If ρn= 0, there are no individuals left at all.

ρ is the Greek letter
rho and was chosen
here because of its
similarity to our
letter p.

ρ = 0.5 means that the number in the population is just half of the
n
maximum that can be supported in that area.
ρ = 0.25 means that the population has reached one quarter of
n
its maximum size.

A More Realistic Population Equation
Verhulst noticed that when a population
was small it grew very rapidly. But when the
population neared its carrying capacity, it grew
slower and slower. The first few generations
of goats on Goat Island had lots of food and no
predators. But when their numbers grew, they
competed with each other for food and many
starved. A large population of goats could support
a large population of predators, so many goats
were killed each year. And if disease struck when
the population was high, many would die. To
reflect this idea, Verhulst realized that he would
have to include a factor which would slow the
population growth as the population came closer
and closer to the carrying capacity. He found
success with the term as a “population limiting”
term:
		

(1 - ρ )
n

Remember that ρ varies between zero and
n
one, where 1 is the population that has reached
carrying capacity. The table at right shows how
this population limiting term changes as the
normalized population changes.

The term gets smaller when the population
gets bigger. Verhulst inserted the term into the
population equation as follows:
ρ

n+1

= G ρ (1 - ρ )
n

n

In words, the equation says that the
normalized population next year, ρ
, is equal
n+1
to the growth rate, G, times the normalized
population this year, ρ , times the population
n

limiting term (1 - ρ ).
n

The population equation does not exactly
predict what the population will be in real life.
Its purpose is to simulate the general patterns of
population growth, and then to see what insights
this can give us. In this
next activity you will see if
ρn
(1 - ρn)
the equation can produce
the various population
0.00 1.00
patterns that we observed
0.25 0.75
on Goat Island.

0.50 0.50
0.75 0.25
1.00 0.00
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Investigation

Playing with the Population Equation
This is a perfect job for a computer or a
scientific calculator which doesn’t mind doing
simple calculations over and over again. If you
have a computer available or a TI82 or above
that has a spreadsheet program, you can write
an equation which will automatically produce
graphs for different growth rates and different
starting populations.
We’ve worked out two examples in this chart.
In both examples we start with a normalized
population of .1 (10% of the carrying capacity),
and calculate the normalized population each year
for a total of twenty years. Example 1 assumes
a population growth factor of 2.0. Example
2 assumes a population growth rate of 3.0.
Since these numbers represent the normalized
population, they might represent hundreds,
thousands, or even millions of individual goats,
rabbits, or insects. Graph the two examples.

Year

Population 1

Population 2

n

2.0 ρn (1 - ρn)

3.0 ρn (1 - ρn)

1

0.100

0.100

2

0.180

0.270

Compare the graphs. Describe how the
populations which grow at these two different
rates change over time. How do they apply to
the population of goats on Goat Island?

3

0.295

0.591

4

0.416

0.725

5

0.486

0.598

6

0.496

0.721

7

0.499

0.603

8

0.500

0.718

9

0.500

0.607

10

0.500

0.715

11

0.500

0.611

12

0.500

0.713

13

0.500

0.614

14

0.500

0.711

15

0.500

0.616

16

0.500

0.709

17

0.500

0.618

18

0.500

0.708

19

0.500

0.620

20

0.500

0.707

Mathematical Models and Real Systems
Let’s now go back and apply what we have
learned to what occurred on Goat Island and what
happened with the lynx and the hare. Before
the dogs were introduced to Goat Island the
population of goats fluctuated up and down as the
goats periodically ate their food supplies, suffered
famine, then recovered as their food grew back.
Each oscillation would have taken several years.
This pattern can be modeled by the population
equation if n is taken to be certain number of
years rather than one year, and if the growth rate
is taken to be about 3.0, or a little larger.
The addition of the dogs presented a new
variable to the goat population. The goat
population grew at a slower rate because some
were killed by dogs, and because the goats
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were not free to forage for food wherever they
wanted. The number of dogs controlled the goat
population and the number of goats controlled the
dog population. In a few years their populations
settled down to certain population sizes—the
carrying capacity of the island for goats and
for dogs. The goat population would be better
modeled by the population equation with a growth
factor around 2.0, or a little larger. Would the
lynx and hare follow the same pattern as well?
All species, however, do not mindlessly
propagate in large numbers. Many have strategies
which limit the amount of competition for the
resources needed by the organism to survive.
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Investigation

Optimum Number of Offspring
Using books on animal behavior, or the internet, find
a strategy used by an organism in the wild to preserve its
resources so it can raise the optimum number of offspring.
Speculate on what might happen to this organism if it
stopped using this strategy.

The Story of Lonesome George
Why Is “Lonesome George” Lonesome?
Lonesome George is a giant tortoise that comes from the
island of Pinta in the Galapagos Islands. Many years ago, there
were thousands of tortoises on the island, but some people put
some goats on the island and those goats ate all of the food that
the tortoises were using for their food. Now, there are no more
tortoises on that island. George is the last tortoise from that island
that is still alive!!! (And he’s about 80 years old!!!) When he dies, his
species of tortoise will become extinct. He is “lonesome” because
he is the last one of his species. All of his friends are gone. That’s
sad, isn’t it?
Lonesome George now lives at the Charles Darwin Research Station in the
Galapagos Islands where scientists are trying to help him make baby tortoises
with tortoises from another island. You can still visit him there with your
family.
Story from http://www.darwinfoundation.org/misc/kids/5.html
Question 3.3. After reading the story of
Lonesome George, can you name one
possible advantage that asexually
reproducing organisms would have over
those that reproduce sexually? Why,
then, has sexual reproduction even
evolved?
Many people would answer that it is
pleasurable to the organism. That certainly
is often the case with humans, but with other
organism such as sponges or jellyfish, that is
probably not the answer.
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Investigation

Advantages and Disadvantages of Sexual Reproduction
Brainstorm with classmates some ideas
about the advantages of sexual reproduction—
other than pleasure—and report back to the class.
(Hint: check into Darwin’s tenets, below.)
If you came up with the idea that variation
in offspring is an advantage, then take it a step
farther and explain why variation in offspring
could lead to better survival.

Make a table like the one below in preparing
a report to the class:
Asexual

Sexual

Advantages
1.

1.

2.

2.

Can you come up with some disadvantages
of sexual reproduction? (Hint: think of the
cheetah or the blue whale, or Lonesome George,
the tortoise).

3.

3.

1.

1.

Now how about advantages and disadvantages
of asexual reproduction? Here you need to
consider a scenario where every single organism
is an exact copy of another, and there is a sudden
environmental disaster. What then?

2.

2.

3.

3.

Disadvantages

Populations and Change Over Time
Charles Darwin read “An Essay on the Principle of Population” written by
Thomas Malthus, an English clergyman back in 1798. Although the essay was about
human populations, Darwin applied it to populations of all living organisms when
writing his tenets on natural selection.

Darwin’s Tenets:
“It is interesting to contemplate an entangled bank, clothed with many plants of
many kinds, with birds singing on the bushes, with various insects flitting about, and
with worms crawling through the damp earth, and to reflect that these elaborately
constructed forms, so different from each other, and dependent on each other in so
complex a manner, have all been produced by laws acting around us. These laws, taken
in the largest sense, being Growth and Reproduction; Inheritance which is almost
implied by reproduction; Variability from the indirect and direct action of the external
conditions of life and from use and disuse; a Ratio of Increase so high as to lead to a
Struggle for Life, and as a consequence to Natural Selection, entailing Divergence of
Character and the Extinction of less-improved forms.
“Thus, from the war of nature, from famine and death, the most exalted object
which we are capable of conceiving, namely, the production of the higher animals,
directly follows. There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several powers,
having been originally breathed into a few forms or into one; and that, whilst this
planet has gone cycling on according to the fixed law of gravity, and from so simple a
beginning endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are being,
evolved.”
(Charles Darwin, 1859, On the Origin of Species, p. 489-490*)
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To paraphrase, Darwin’s theory consisted of four (4) basic tenets*:
Inherent Variability: Individual members of any population vary in their
outward appearance or phenotype. Variation is an essential characteristic
of populations.
Overpopulation and Limited Resources: Populations produce more offspring
than can be supported by the resources in a given area.
Competition and Survival of the Fittest: Those individuals that are more
efficient at competing for the limited resources will survive. These
individuals possess the best adapted characteristics
Differential Reproduction: The more efficient (adapted) individuals will have
more efficient (adapted) offspring and in greater numbers.

Question 3.4. In which of Darwin’s tenets are limiting factors listed?
Write the limiting factors stated by Darwin.
Question 3.5. How did Darwin use the exponential growth of populations
to develop his ideas?
Question 3.6. Do you agree with Darwin’s ideas about populations?
Explain your reasoning.

Density-dependent
and Density-independent Factors
What we have been discussing up to now in this
book is what is called “density-dependent” factors.
These are factors which depend upon the numbers of
individuals competing for the same resources. They can
be between different species needing the same resources
(interspecific), such as the tortoises and the goats, or
between members of the same species competing for
space or food (intraspecific) such as two finches needing
the same nesting territory. Many organisms regulate their
reproductive activity based on whether there is enough
food, enough space, or enough mates. Competition and
predation are two key factors in keeping most populations
of organisms well below their carrying capacity.
Competition among species for survival takes many
forms. Over fifty per cent of lion cubs will starve to death
during their first year. Each weaned cub must compete
with the adults for the meat of the kill. Only the most
aggressive and strongest cubs will survive. How does this
fit in with Darwin’s tenets?
Blue-footed booby. Photo by Eloise Farmer
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In the case of the blue-footed booby, only one chick of the two in the
nest will survive, since one chick will kill the other as soon as it is able.
Albatross babies must actually starve for a while to lose weight so they can
fly, and some are starved so long that they die. Many animals guarantee a
dependable food supply by defending space. They will use behavioral rituals
like head-bobbing, or brilliant color, or even pick up stones as a threat.
Other animals, like gibbons or birds, sing in
defense of their territory. In some animal groups, such
as wolves, only the dominant male and female mate.
If others in the pack want to mate they must leave
the pack and start their own. Some species divide up
the territory, so that some finches will feed on the
ground, while others feed in bushes or trees. The
famous study of “Darwin’s finches” has shown us that
different species can evolve from common ancestry
by using this strategy of dividing up the territory as
well as the types of food utilized.

Cactus. Photo by Eloise Farmer.

Plants also use strategies to maintain their
territory and compete with other species. Some
plants, like the black walnut, put out chemicals that
prevent other plants and even their own offspring from
growing near enough to crowd them. Other plants
grow thorns or hairs which aid in survival, while still
others enlist animals to defend them in return for food,
as the acacia tree enlists ferocious ants in its defense.
Other plants cooperate with fungi growing in the soil
to help them get more nutrients.

Density-independent limits on growth are not influenced by the number of
individuals in the population. Fires, floods, and other weather-related variations
are all density-independent limiting factors. Again, those organisms most able
to survive catastrophes will be successful. Some organisms even depend on an
occasional catastrophe for their reproduction. Black locust seeds and bristle pine
seeds must be exposed to high temperatures before they can germinate. Therefore,
forest fires are necessary for the reproduction of these species.

Investigation

Research on the Internet
Before you begin, list at least 4 density
dependent factors for which you will search. Give
specific examples for each which you have found
by searching on the Internet and tell how each
affects population growth.
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List at least 4 density independent factors.
Give specific examples for each which you have
found by searching on the Internet and explain
how each has affected population growth.
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Putting together some things we have learned:
• Populations can grow very quickly if there is nothing to slow their growth.
• Exponential growth causes awesome increases in populations.
• Populations may grow very quickly, but with normal checks and balances
their growth will level off as carrying capacity is reached. Populations
can decline and even reach extinction if they have no defense against an
alien species.
Now it is time to find out how all of these factors can determine the
evolution of life on Earth. Upon reviewing Darwin’s tenets, you can see that if
only some individuals survive, these individuals will be the founders of future
populations. What determines which individuals are most fit to survive?

Genes, Populations, and Evolution
If a population survives, traits which are optimum for survival are more likely
to prevail in a population. Over long periods of time, populations will change, or
evolve, as more and more members of the group retain these desirable survival
traits. In fact, recent studies by field ecologists have shown us that these changes
occur more rapidly in some populations than previously thought. Some animal
groups must adapt rapidly to environmental stress or completely disappear. The
organisms with the traits most useful for survival and reproduction will prevail.
“Evolutionary biologists continue to test the theory of evolution by natural
selection and, though refined, no one has put forth compelling evidence to
reject natural selection. It was not until the rise of modem genetics that
this process was understood as the cause for certain traits remaining in the
population while others disappeared.”
(J. B. Losos and K. deQueiroz, 1997, Darwin’s Lizards, Natural History 106 (11):38.
One can determine whether or not evolution is occurring in populations by
studying the genes in a population. If a population is in equilibrium, or not evolving,
its genetic composition will show no change over time. However, if a population
is evolving, the frequency of the genes in a population will change.
A population that is in equilibrium has the following characteristics:
• a population must be large
• there must be no immigration or emigration
• there must be no natural selection occurring
• mating is random
Under such conditions, evolution will not occur. Obviously, in nature, unless
a population is isolated and unable to move about, these conditions do not occur.
Population ecologists use sampling techniques which can tell them how much a
population is changing or evolving. The study of population genetics can alert an
ecologist to the impact of various limiting factors on a population. The activity
Mark-recapture (end of Chapter 2) is one method of finding out what is happening
to populations. Another would be one which counted lynx and hare pelts.
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Investigation

Earlobes: A Study of Human Gene Frequencies
All of us have genes in pairs. We received one gene of each pair
from each of our parents. For example, whether or not you have lots
of room for earrings is determined by the pair of genes you received
from your parents. In the case of earlobes, you can see below that
you may inherit either attached or unattached earlobes.

Free ear lobes (dominant trait) vs. Attached Earlobes (recessive trait)
Free
earlobes are
those that
hang below
the point of
attachment to
the head.

Attached
ear lobes
are attached
directly to the
side of the
head.

Photos by Eloise
Farmer.

Pair up with another student and look at each other’s earlobes. Once that
is done, count all the students in your class who have the dominant gene (free
earlobes, and all of those with the recessive attached earlobes. If a student
has attached earlobes, then they have two recessive genes, often represented
by two small letters. Let us use “aa” for attached earlobes, and a “A” for
unattached earlobes. Why can’t we just write two big A’s for a person with
attached earlobes? (Remember, everyone has two parents!) Is it possible for
someone to have one big A and one little a? How could that happen?
In a large population, if you have two possible genes for earlobes, either
attached or unattached, and if the attached only shows when there are two
of them, what are the chances of a person having attached earlobes? Here
are the possible combinations: AA, Aa, aA, or aa. In the first case, the gene
given by each parent to the child is a “A”. In the second case, the mother
gives the child a “A” and the father gives the child a “a”. In the third case,
the father gives the child a “A”, while the mother provides a “a”. In the
fourth case, both parents provide a “a”. Therefore, the chances of getting a
“AA” , a “Aa”, or a “aA” are .75 or 75%, while the chances of getting a “aa”
are only 25%.
Count as many students in your school as you can.
30
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Once you are done, you should make a data table like the one below:
Column I

Column II

Name of trait Number with trait

Column III

Column IV

Frequency of Trait

Expected Frequency

(Column II ÷ total)

(3 to 1)

aa
Attached

.25

Earlobes
AA or Aa
Unattached

.75

Earlobes
Total Number

1.00

Counted
Now you have the gene frequency of a population. If the numbers counted were large, if no
one moves in or out of the school, if no genes are mutated or none of the group is selected out
by disease or disaster, and mating is random in the community, then the population frequencies
should stay the same year after year. How likely do you think this is? Any frequency change means
that evolution, or change over time, is occurring.

The

Big

Question

Now, the big question. Do humans follow
the same population rules that govern other
organisms?
Obviously, we do not easily go out and mark
and recapture humans for study.
We can, however, see if the gene frequencies
of human populations are changing. Here is an
example of a recent study.

The data below, collected during the 1940s
and 1950s, showed the relationship between the
percentage of the population found to have a
sickling gene (i.e., individuals with one sickle cell
gene and one normal gene) and the frequency of
individuals with sickle cell disease, meaning they
have two genes for the disease):

Location

%Sickle-cell Trait

% Sickle-cell Disease

Africa

20

2

United States*

6

4

http://www.nslc.wustl.edu/courses/Bio296A/allen/sicklecell/part3/ biogeography.html

Question 3.7. Why has the sickle cell frequency declined in
the United States? (Hint: how much malaria do we have
occurring in the US?) Look up the relationship between
the sickle cell gene and malaria. Discuss this with your
teacher.
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Dunkers of Pennsylvania: The Dunkers are a small religious sect which was
established in the middle of the 18th century by 27 families who emigrated from
Germany. After arriving in the United States, they were essentially genetically isolated
because they generally did not reproduce with people in nearby populations.
A number of traits are either more or less frequent in the Dunkers than they
are in Germany or other populations in Pennsylvania. Blood type A (IAIA or IAIO) has
been observed in 60% of the Dunkers, but occurs in 40-45% of Germans. Similarly, the
blood-type allele M occurs in 65% of the Dunkers and 54% of Germans. In contrast to
these data, the blood-type trait IB has nearly been lost, occurring in only 2.5% of the
Dunker population.
http://www.tulane.edu/~eeob/Courses/Heins/Evolution/lecture12.html

Investigation

Dunkers Blood Types
Make a table for the Dunkers’ blood type frequency similar to the one on sickle
cell trait. Why have the Dunker gene frequencies stayed the same? Search on the
internet to find out more about the Dunkers and come up with a hypothesis.
From these studies, can you hypothesize whether or not the human population is
evolving? What does it take for populations to change their gene frequencies? Which
population may do better over the long run, the sickle-cell group, or the Dunkers?
Give reasons for your answers.
Much discussion is now occurring regarding whether or not genes should be
manipulated to better serve human needs. What impact do better health care and
the cure of disease have on human populations?

Investigation

Health Care and Population Growth
Search the Internet to find a correlation between health care and population growth in
humans. Has it made a difference?
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For new material relating to this chapter, please see
the GSS website “Staying Up To Date” page:
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/8pop. We invite
you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up
To Date" web page for this chapter. Articles may
be from local newspapers, magazines, websites, or
other sources that you think would be of interest to
classrooms around the country. To send us articles
please go to the link
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html
and find the "Submit New Article" button.
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Chapter 4

4. The History of Human
Population Growth
All living things have evolved with the capacity to reproduce
at very high rates. What would happen if this were not so? What
if a maple tree produced only one seed in a year? What are the
chances that a single seed would find a hospitable patch of ground
to land on and be able to take root and prosper?
What would happen to the population of rabbits, given the
appetite of foxes, if only one baby rabbit was born each year? For
any species where the reproductive rate cannot increase their
number despite the ravages of the environment, extinction is
inevitable. Nature has left alive only those species that reproduce
enough to maintain or increase their numbers. Remember what
Darwin stated in his tenets: “populations tend to produce more
offspring than can be supported by the environment, and only the
fittest are selected to survive.” Human beings survived because they
are part of the tendency of nature to select species that increase
through multiple reproduction. Some human families have as many
as fifteen children.

The Book of Genesis in the King James Version of the Bible,
which has had a profound effect on human history, especially in the
west, exhorts its followers in the following verses:
"And God blessed them, and God said unto them, be fruitful, and
multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion
over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every
living thing that moveth upon the earth. " (001:028)
After the great flood, Noah was told in verse 8 to
“Bring forth with thee every living thing that is with thee, of all flesh,
both of fowl, and of cattle, and of every creeping thing that creepeth
upon the earth; that they may breed abundantly in the earth, and
be fruitful, and multiply upon the earth” (008:016)

Question 4.1 Have human beings followed
these commands? If so, is it a good thing
that they have? If not, should they have?
Discuss your opinion with your classmates.
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Population Surges in Earth History
We are living through a very special period in Earth’s history. In no other
time in the 4.5 billion year history of our planet has one species inhabited all the
regions of the Earth and made use of so much of the Earth’s resources. How did
a few hundred thousand individuals whose ancestors lived in the trees and who
survived by gathering fruits, nuts and berries, and perhaps even scavenging the
bodies of dead animals, become the billions that populate the Earth today?
It is only in the past two hundred years that population estimates have been
available, and these are only estimates. Therefore, very little data is available
regarding the ancient history of world human population.
Even fixing a time when the human race actually came into existence is
still hotly debated among scientists. Hominids walked the earth as early as
several million years ago. Various ancestors of Homo sapiens seem to have
appeared at least as early as 700,000 B.C. On average, our most recent hominid
ancestors, Homo sapiens, are believed to have appeared about 200,000 to
100,000 years ago and migrated from
Africa to Europe. According to the United
Nations’ Determinants and Consequences of
Population Trends, modern Homo sapiens
may have appeared about 50,000 B.C.
So human population growth may
have started about a million years ago.
It seems to have occurred in three surges
that are related to the use of human brains
and hands.

Photo by Eloise Farmer

Population Surge 1: Fire and Tools
The first surge in human population came as
a result of increased ability to hunt—sharpened
sticks, the bow and arrow, spears, stone knives and
tools, together with the ability to communicate
and cooperate, aided survival. The use of fire
as protection against wild animals and the
environment enabled our ancestors to increase
their numbers.
Realistic estimates of past population size
depend on a review of the way people led their
lives at the time and by figuring out how many
people could be supported by various life styles.
When humans lived in tribes with a nomadic
lifestyle where they constantly followed the
seasons and the game by moving from place to
place, very few people could be supported, and
the human population grew very slowly.

Population Surge 2:
Agriculture
The second surge in human population
started with the dawn of agriculture, about
8,000 B.C., when the population of the world
was somewhere on the order of 5 million—less
than the population of New York City. The
benefit of stone-age inventions gradually enabled
human populations to expand. The initiation of
agriculture and the domestication of animals kept
the food supply in a local area, allowing humans
to settle down and obtain more food by growing
plants and taming animals than they could by
searching for and chasing after their food. Humans
could build villages and they had to protect their
crops from marauding groups of those who were
still nomadic.
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By 1 A.D., the world may have held about 300 million people. By 1650,
world population rose to about 500 million, not a large increase over the 1
A.D. estimate. One reason for this slow growth was the Black Plague. This
horrible disease which peaked in 14th century Europe may actually have
begun about 542 A.D. in Western Asia and spread from there. As much as
half the Byzantine Empire was destroyed in the 6th century, a total of 100
million deaths. Despite the decimation caused by the plague, by 1800 the
world population had passed the 1 billion mark.

Population Surge 3: Industrial Revolution
The third surge in human population began with the scientific-industrial
revolution, which is still in progress, and is responsible for the great population
explosion that is now underway in the world. This accelerated growth in
world population began in the eighteenth century and first swept over the
countries that we now call “developed.” This population growth is now also
affecting the developing nations.
Human Population

Year

of the world

Time to increase

Percentage rate

population by 1 billion

of increase

1 billion

1850

[over a million years]

0.05% per yr

2 billion

1930

80 years

1.25% per yr

3 billion

1960

30 years

3.33% per yr

4 billion

1976

16 years

6.25% per yr

5 billion

1987

11 years

9% per yr

World Population in Jumps of a Billion

6
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5
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http://www.sru.edu/depts/artsci/ges/d-3-2.htm

World population has been growing geometrically (or
exponentially). Such growth, when graphed, yields a “J”
shaped curve. Numbers double and double again, soon yielding
enormous totals.
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The Population Reference Bureau predicts a slowing of the rate of
increase in world population, to
7 billion in 2013 (3.8% per year average increase since 1987),
8 billion in 2028 (6.7% per year), and
9 billion by 2054 (3.8% per year).
Note that total numbers continue to increase dramatically, despite a
decrease in the percentage rate of increase.
Question 4.3. Look back in your book to the bacterial growth curve, and
to the graph you made of the armadillo population. How does this
graph compare?
Question 4.4. During what “age” of human history did the world’s
population begin to grow rapidly?
Question 4.5. What is the world’s population in 2000? How many people
were added to the world population in 2000?
Research and answer the following questions: The Population
Reference Bureau has an excellent web site with this information.
Visit http://www.prb.org/.
Question 4.6. Which world regions have the fastest rate of population
growth?
Question 4.7. In which world region does the greatest share of the
world’s population reside?
Question 4.8. Brainstorm some possible reasons for the tremendous
growth rate of the human population in the past century. Using your
brainstormed list, research to find the reasons.

Why Does Human Population Grow?
In the simplest terms, the increase in
population is the difference between the birth
rate and the death rate.

Birth Rate and Family Size
For much of human history having many
children in a family was desirable. On a preindustrial farm many hands are needed to care
for the crops and tend the animals. Successful
families were large families. Having many children
became part of the growth psychology that has
permeated human society for ages. More crops,
more herds, more products, increase of every
kind seems to be a shield against misfortune.
High death rates made having many children a
sensible course of action so that some of them
would survive to help the family or support the
parents in their old age. Trouble begins when old
cultural patterns are carried over into times when
they are no longer appropriate.
Even today many people consider large
families a blessing and more offspring, especially
boys, mean more strength to the family, to the
community, and to the nation. In some cultures,

children as young as nine are expected to work
to help the family, contributing to the family
income rather than depleting it (as for developed
countries). The more children a family has, the
greater their income is. Numerous offspring also
prove to be an advantageous strategy for later in
life. With no national social security scheme to
support the elderly, when the parents become
too ill or old to work, their children are expected
to support them—this is their only means of
support.
The modern population explosion is not
because of an increase in birth rates. In older
times the birth rates were much higher than they
are now even in the developing nations. Today,
a high birth rate would be about 45-50 per 1,000
population per year. This rate is found in only
a few countries of Africa and in several Middle
Eastern states. In some developed countries the
birth rates per woman have been decreasing
below the level necessary to replace the number
of people who die. But the population in the
United States and other industrialized countries
continues to rise.
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Question 4.2. How might the scientific-industrial revolution have produced
a population increase with a lower birth rate?
Even though the birth rate per woman is lower, there are more healthy,
fertile men and women than in previous decades and the population rise in
developed countries continues today. The current population of the United
States is expected to increase to 322,000,000 by 2025. A larger starting base will
produce a larger number even if the percentage increase is small. Starting with
a larger bunch can increase the numbers even if the growth rate is smaller.
Lack of education is a key cause of high birth rates. Before the details
of the human reproductive system were known, pregnancies were a matter of
accident. This is still true in many parts of the world. Birth control requires
a degree of control and foresight. Educational efforts in birth control are
having notable success in many countries. For example, since 1972 the number
of children born in Indonesia has fallen from 5.6 to 3.4 children per woman.
Throughout the country every afternoon at five o’clock sirens are turned on to
remind women to take their birth control pills. But birth control is a sensitive
issue among some groups of people because it goes against some strongly
held religious beliefs. There will be more about family planning later in this
book.

Death Rate and Life Expectancy
Population growth depends critically on survival of females to childbearing
age. Life was short for early humans, averaging only about 10 years for much
of human history. Infant mortality in the human race’s earliest days is thought
to have been very high perhaps 500 infant deaths
per 1,000 births, or even higher. Children were
By year 0, the average life expectancy of a
probably not very useful to the tribes in hunter- woman was just twenty years. Only 30% of the
gatherer societies, and this may even have led female population lived to child bearing age; the
to infanticide, especially of infants who were vast majority of mortality was at five years old.
less than perfect. This would have led to a true If you were born in 1800 you could expect to live
“survival of the fittest” group of humans. Birth about 35 years, and by 1900 the average life span
rate had to have been at least 80 per 1,000 people rose to about 50 years.
per year just for the species to survive.
The average life expectancy at the outset
The average lifetimes of humans increased of the 21st century is 75 years for people in the
from 29 years for the hunter-gatherers to 35 developed countries. For women, the average life
years for the bronze-age farmers. That 35-year expectancy is 78 years, and 97% of all females
average life span was the same for the citizens born survive to child bearing age.
of ancient Greece and Rome and continued into
No one doubts that, in the industrialized
the Middle Ages. Slow growth of population
world,
the standard of living, in general, is
from an estimated 5 million in 8,000 B.C. to 300
higher
today
than at any other time in human
million in 1 A.D., is still reflective of a very low
history.
People
are living longer and healthier
growth rate: only 0.0512 percent per year. Human
populations in different parts of the world still compared to pre-industrial times. The greatest
grew or declined as a result of famines, hunting improvement in the human way of life was due
conditions, tribal war, changing climate, and to the invention of machines and the discovery of
natural disasters. These were the same limiting how to provide power for them by the release of
factors we discussed earlier in the book as those chemical energy of fossil fuels. Machine power
was substituted for muscle power. This led to
limiting any population.
increased productivity in agriculture and industry
as well as the development of efficient trade and
transportation.
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The major cause of human population increase is the recent success in
preserving human life. Before the modern era, famine and disease periodically
decimated the human population in certain areas. Shorter life spans reduced
the number of childbearing women. Today technological innovations, such as
food preservation and distribution and medical care keep many people alive
who might have otherwise died. The vast rise in our numbers has produced
some serious problems for the planet. We are becoming victims of our own
success.

Exceptions to the trends
While the general trend in the modern world is decreasing death rate,
there still remains threat of disease and war.

Disease
Sub-Saharan Africa is ravaged by HIV/AIDS, with more than 23 million
adults infected with the disease. An astounding 36 percent of Botswana’s 15to 49-year-olds live with the disease. In Lesotho, Swaziland, and Zimbabwe,
approximately 25 percent of adults in these prime ages have HIV. Namibia,
South Africa, and Zambia each have prevalence rates of 20 percent among
adults ages 15 to 49. In another nine sub-Saharan African countries, more than
10 percent of adults ages 15 to 49 are infected. South Africa has the highest
number of adults living with the virus, at about 4.1 million. Nearly 3 million
Ethiopian adults live with HIV.
Outside of sub-Saharan Africa, the largest
numbers of people infected with HIV or living
with AIDS are in India at 3.5 million. Globally,
15.7 million adults with AIDS are women and 1.3
million are children below the age of 15.

War and Genocide
Modern societies have not eradicated war
and genocide. Most notable in the last century
was the Nazi genocidal attempt to eradicate
Jews via death camps in World War II. But there
are other examples. In 1991 to 1995, Bosnia
initiated a policy of "ethnic cleansing," a practice
where the members of a given ethnic group
or groups are eliminated, the goal being that
the territory would contain only members of a
single ethnic group. There the Serbians, mostly
associated with the Orthodox Church, attempted
to ethnically cleanse their region of non-Serbs,
including Croats, who by tradition were Catholics,
and the Muslim Bosnians. There was also some
ethnic cleansing attempted by Croats against
Bosnian Muslims and vice versa, but the Serbs
practised ethnic cleansing in a systematic manner.

Genocide in Africa occurred in the countries
of Rwanda and Burundi. In Burundi, 1973–1974, the
government, run by the minority Tutsi tribe, tried
to eliminate, in a chilling and systematic way, the
entire elite class of the Hutu people—all those
with some education, government jobs, or money.
The death toll was perhaps one hundred thousand,
perhaps as great as two hundred thousand.
[http://www.theatlantic.com/unbound/flashbks/
rwanda/meisler.htm] Over the next twenty years,
the cycle of violence and counter-violence in
Rwanda and neighboring Burundi resulted in the
killing of between 300,000 and 600,000 people.
Then in spring of 1994, carnage and violence
happened on a massive scale in Rwanda. An
organized campaign of violence, executions,
and massacres was carried out, during which
the Tutsi were referred to as "cockroaches" and
“the enemy,” and Rwandan radio broadcasters
exhorted every Hutu to kill Tutsi, complaining that
“graves are still only half full.” In less than four
months, between 500,000 and a million people
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were killed. Before 1994, Rwanda was the most densely populated
country in continental Africa. Between April and August 1994, that
statistic shifted radically, as Rwanda lost 20 percent to 40 percent of
its population to slaughter or exile.
[http://www.usip.org/countries-continents/africa/rwanda]

Population Decline in Europe
While in most regions of the world population growth rate is
decreasing, there is still population growth, just at a somewhat slower
rate. But some European populations are experiencing more deaths
than births annually, a phenomenon that is not occurring in any other
world region. Ukraine and Russia have the largest gaps between birth
rates and death rates. The population of Ukraine is losing about
340,000 people each year from having more deaths than births and
the population of Russia is losing 950,000 people. In the absence of
offsetting international migration, the population of these countries
will decline in size. In addition to very low birth rates, a chief cause
for surplus European deaths is the relatively high proportion of the
region’s population in the older ages where death rates are higher.
Fifteen percent of Europe’s population is age 65 or older, compared
with 7 percent for the world.

The Transition from Rural to Industrialized Society
Keeping in mind that the increase in
population is the difference between the birth
rate and the death rate, compare the beginning,
middle, and end of the period shown on the
graph. How fast is the population growing as
each stage? How does the size of the population
at the end of the curve compare with the size at
the beginning?
The curves in the graph on this page are
about life and death. Recent history of human
population growth has shown similarities as
countries move from rural agrarian cultures to
industrial societies. The curves represent what
is called the demographic transition that usually
accompanies the modernization of nations.
Before industrial development the birth rate is
high and steady (the top line). The death rate
is also high and it varies within high limits. As
the country modernizes, modern health practices
and increased food production reduce the death
rate. For a while the birth rate stays high, but
as time goes on and people recognize that all of
their children are likely to survive, the birth rate
declines and then fluctuates within lower limits.
The reduced death rate remains fairly constant.
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Birth Rate

(From the World
Resources 1994-1995
Guide to the Global
Environment.)

Death Rate

Rural Society

Industrialized Society

Time

This demographic transition began in Europe
and in the U.S. late in the eighteenth century
and early in the nineteenth. It is now complete
in the developed countries. In the developing
countries it began later and in some of them it is
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now underway. Therefore in much of the world
only the death rates have been reduced and the
birth rates remain high. The result is an explosive
growth in population in the less developed
countries of the world.

Population Growth in Less Developed Countries
Most of the world’s population growth continues to occur in less developed
countries. World population increases by about 83 million annually—99 percent
of this increase occurs in the less developed countries of Africa, Asia, Latin
America and the Caribbean, and Oceania. According to current population
projections, only three of the more developed countrqies, the United States,
Russia, and Japan, are expected to remain among the world’s most populous
by 2025. The United States is expected to remain in third place, but Russia
will drop from seventh to ninth, Japan will drop from ninth to eleventh, and
Germany will no longer be in the top fifteen.

World’s Largest Countries in 2001

For latest growth figures,
check Population Reference
Bureau’s
World Population Data
Sheet at http://www.prb.org/

Projection:
World’s Largest Countries in 2025
Rank

Country		

1,273

1		

China			

1,431

India 			

1,033

2		

India			

1,363

United States		

285

3		

United States		

346

Indonesia		

272

Rank

Country		

Population (millions)

1		

China			

2		
3		

Population (millions)

4		

Indonesia		

206

4		

5		

Brazil			

172

5		

Pakistan		

252

6		

Pakistan		

145

6		

Brazil			

219

7		

Russia			

144

7		

Nigeria			

204

8		

Bangladesh		

134

8		

Bangladesh		

181

9		

Japan			

127

9		

Russia 			

137

10		

Nigeria			

127

10		

Mexico			

131

11		

Mexico			

100

11		

Japan 			

121

12		

Germany		

82

12		

Ethiopia 		

118

13		

Vietnam		

79

13		

Philippines 		

108

14		

Congo, Democratic
Republic of (Zaire)

106

15		

Vietnam		

104

14		

Philippines 		

77

15		

Egypt 			

70
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The Malthusian Hypothesis
Why are there so many people around? That question was
first systematically addressed by an English clergyman in 1798.
Thomas Malthus’ An Essay on the Principle of Population began a
discussion that continues today. Malthus’ name is often brought up
in discussions about population growth. People who predict that
human starvation is around the corner as well as those who believe
that living conditions will get better, not worse, begin with Malthus’
ideas. Malthus himself felt that the increase in human population
would end in famine and misery for all. His reasons are stated in
his own words.
The following are excerpts from “An Essay on the Principle of
Population” by Thomas Malthus written in 1798.
I have read some of the speculations on the perfectibility of man and
of society with great pleasure. I have been warmed and delighted with the
enchanting picture which they hold forth. I ardently wish for such happy
improvements. But I see great, and, to my understanding, unconquerable
difficulties in the way to them...
I think I may fairly make two postulata.
First, That food is necessary to the existence of man.
Secondly, that the passion between the sexes is necessary and will remain
nearly in its present state.
These two laws, ever since we have had any knowledge of mankind, appear
to have been fixed laws of our nature, and ... we have no right to conclude that
they will ever cease to be what they are now...
I say that the power of population is infinitely greater than the power in
the earth to produce subsistence [food] for man.
Population, when unchecked, increases in a geometrical ratio. Subsistence
increases only in an arithmetical ratio...
In the United States, where the means of subsistence have been more than
ample,... the population has been found to double itself in twenty-five years.
This ratio of increase, we will take as our rule, and say, that population,
when unchecked, goes on doubling itself every twenty five years or increases in
a geometrical ratio.
Let us now take any spot on earth, this Island [England] for instance... if
I allow the produce of this Island to be doubled in the first twenty five years I
think it will be allowing as much as any person can well demand ...
In the next twenty-five years, it is impossible to suppose that the produce
could be quadrupled... The very utmost that we can conceive, is, that the
increase in produce in the next twenty-five years might equal the previous
increase.
By great exertion the whole produce of the Island might be increased
each twenty-five years [by similar amounts.] This ratio of increase is evidently
arithmetical...
Let us take the whole earth, instead of one spot, and suppose that the
restraints to population were universally removed... Taking the population of
the world at any number, a thousand millions, for instance, the human species
would increase in the ratio of: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, etc. and
subsistence as: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, etc.
The power of population is so superior to the power in the earth to produce
subsistence for man, that premature death must in some shape or other visit the
human race... Gigantic inevitable famine stalks in the rear, and with one mighty
blow, levels the population with the food of the world.”
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Was Malthus Right?
In the early 1800’s, the years that followed the publication of
Malthus’ essay, England experienced both a period of population
growth and a general increase in the health of its people. There
was no shortage of food. For the remaining thirty-six years of his
life Malthus witnessed a population and prosperity increase that
was in opposition to his expectations. Although many scoffed at
his ideas, Malthus never abandoned his theory.
What Malthus did not know, because he was living through
it, was that England was moving through an unusual period in its
history. The agricultural and industrial revolutions were in full
swing. New methods and tools were appearing on the farms and
the food supply was increasing. At the same time new inventions,
like the steam engine and cloth manufacturing machinery, were
opening new opportunities for jobs. As people moved from
the farms to the cities they often found their living conditions
improved.
Today, as industrialization spreads to the developing
countries, will the living conditions of people continue to improve?
Or was Malthus right in believing that the world is headed for
catastrophic famine?
Charles Darwin read what Malthus had written, and adopted
some of his ideas when writing his tenets. Do you see a relationship
between Malthus’ writings and Darwin’s tenets? Go back and look
at Darwin’s tenets (p. 26) to help you answer this question.
Question 4.9. What must happen to prevent Malthus gloomy predictions from coming true?
Question 4.10. What factors worked to show that Malthus’ idea was untrue during his lifetime?
Question 4.11. What factors today would support Malthus’ hypothesis?
Question 4.12. What factors today would refute Malthus’ hypothesis?

In Your Opinion

What Do You Think About Malthus’
Argument?
After the investigations you have done in earlier sections of this
book, what do you think about the prophecies of Thomas Malthus? Malthus
believed that the mathematics of growth is of great importance if we
are to avoid needless human suffering. On the other hand, many people
believe Malthus was wrong, and that people will overcome any limitations
to population growth through new methods of farming or other new
technologies. What is your opinion? Decide whether or not you agree with
what he has written and be prepared to defend your opinion.
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Doubling Times
Malthus brought up the subject of doubling time of population
growth. This is a much-used way of comparing the rate of growth
of populations in different countries and at different times. For
example, between A.D. 1 and 1750 the world population doubled
every 1200 years. At present the present rate of growth the world
population will double in 41 years. That is, if the growth rate
continues the way things are going now. When you are in your late
50’s the world will have twice as many people as it does now.

The Value of “Doubling Time”

Question 4.13.
How do you think your life
at age 50 will be affected if
our population has doubled
by then?

The doubling time of a population is simply the number of
years it would take for a population to double in size if the present
rate of growth remained unchanged. Used for many years, its
primary purpose has been to emphasize just how quickly populations
can grow, doubling their numbers geometrically.
The power of a growth rate such as 3 percent (giving a doubling
time of only 23 years) can be dramatically illustrated. In addition,
it serves to remind us that populations do double in size if their
growth rates remain constant. Thus, a population of 20 million
could grow to 40 million, then 80 million, then 160 million, and so
on, until the growth curve becomes near vertical. In part, it may
have been this realization that caused so many less developed
countries to adopt slow-growth policies that have been met with
varying degrees of success.

700
600
500
400
300

D = 70 ÷ I
Where D = doubling time
and I = % annual increase
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4.0

3.6

3.2

2.8

2.4

2.0

1.6

0

1.2

100

Doubling Time
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35 years

200

0.8

A good approximation to find the doubling
time of a population in years or of anything
which increases by a certain percent every year
is to divide the number 70 by the annual (yearly)
growth rate. So, if you have $100 in the bank at
2% interest it will double in about 70/2 = 35 years.
In how many years will your money double if the
interest rate is 4% or 10%?

Number of years to double

0.4

Calculation of the doubling time is
complicated by the fact that though the growth
rate may remain constant, the population is
changing year by year. It is like the growth of
money in a compound interest savings account
in the bank.

Annual Growth Rate (percent)
If a country’s population continues to
grow at a constant rate of 2 percent, it
will double in size every 35 years.
70÷2=35
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Investigation

Doubling Time
Average annual growth rates for period 1990-95
United States

1.03%

Africa

2.93%

South America

1.67%

Europe

0.27%

Bolivia

2.37%

Kenya

3.35%

Nicaragua

3.74%

Use the formula on the previous
page to calculate the doubling
time for each nation shown in
the table.

(From the World Resources 1994-1995 Guide to the Global Environment.)

Investigation

Too Many People?
“It was a mob scene.”
“I had to wait in line.”
“ I was caught in traffic.”
“I don’t have room enough to think!”
“I want to be alone!”
“I got there early but the job was already
filled.” At one time or another we all feel that
we are surrounded by too many people. Although
the presence of others is important to us there are
times when it is simply too much. Something is

lost from the quality of our lives when our fellow
human beings press in too closely. Many people
occasionally feel the need to be by themselves.
The movement to vacation in less populated
areas has crowded previously deserted beaches
and mountains.
Using graph paper and two different colors
of pencils, make a bar graph showing each of the
top 5 nations in population for the year 2001 and
the year 2025. Use the data in the chart on page
41. How crowded do you think you will feel by
the year 2025?
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The Fertility Factor
In order to better understand their subject, demographers,
those who study population changes, use a factor called the
total fertility factor. This is defined as the average number
of children a woman will have during her entire period of
reproduction. That period is taken to be between the ages of
15 and 44. There are many economic and social factors that
influence the fertility rate. The availability of abortion and
contraceptives and their social acceptability are additional
factors.
The relationship between the total fertility factor and
population growth rate is not simple, since the growth of
population depends not only on how many babies women have,
but on how long people live, as well as how many females in
the population have reached childbearing age.
Although a fertility factor of two children per couple
would replace their parents, some female children die before
reproducing. In addition, a slightly higher number of male
than female babies are born. If women in the United States
had an average of 2.1 children population would, in theory,
be stable.

Fertility Factor in the U.S. 1925-1995. Information from:
G. Tyler Miller, Jr. Living in the Environment, 4th Ed.
World Resources Institute, World Resources, 1994-95
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Investigation

Population Growth in the United States
Population Growth in the United States

Use the information in the tables on this page to make a graph of the United States
population from 1800–2040.
Calculate and graph the rate of growth for each decade beginning with 1810. The formula
for rate of growth is:
Rate of growth = The (present decade population) minus (previous decade
population) divided by 10
		

Begin with: (population in 1810 – population in 1800)
10

Graph the United States rate of growth for each decade using your data.
Question 4.13. Do you get any negative numbers?
Question 4.14. Can the rate decrease even though population increases? Explain
your answer.
Compare the U.S.to the rest of the world by completing the Table 5B. You may use the
graph on the next page to estimate values of world population in the future. Note
that the graph is of yearly increase, not actual population numbers.

Table 5A: U.S. Population
Year

Population
(millions)

Year

Table 5B: U.S./World Population
Population
(Millions)

Year

U.S. Pop.
(millions)

1800		

5.3

1900

76.2

1980

226.5

1810		

7.2

1910

92.2

2000

275

1820		

9.6

1920

106.0

2010

298

1830		

12.9

1930

123.2

2020

323

1840		

17.1

1940

132.2

2030

345

1850		

23.2

1950

151.3

2040

364

1860		

31.4

1960

179.3

1870		

38.6

1970

203.3

1880		

50.2

1980

226.5

1890		

62.9

1990

248.7

World Pop
(Millions)
4450

U.S. as
% of World
5.09

The projections for the United States
population are from the United States
Bureau of the Census, Current Population
Reports, P25-1092.
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Recent History of Population in the United States
Let us take a look at our own nation and see how it
compares to the rest of the world in terms of population
growth.
In the early days of our nation, at the very
beginning of our demographic change, a large growth in
population took place. In addition to those born in the
New World, the ranks of settlers were swelled by waves
of immigrants.
In the U.S. today there are approximately 2.6
million more births each year than there are deaths.
Additionally, approximately 1 million immigrants are
attracted to our shores each year. That makes a total
of 3.6 million people each year, or a new city of 70,000
people each week. The U.S. is the world’s fastestgrowing industrialized nation.

A projection...
Annual Population Increase
1960–2050 (millions)
90
80
70
60
50
40
30

Analyzing America’s
Population

20
10
2060

2040

2020

2000

1980

1960

0
1940

Age structure graphs, also known as population
pyramids, help explain how population changes in time.
The age structure graphs below show the population
structures of 1960, 1980 and 1990. The horizontal bands
represent the age groups into which the population is
divided. Each band represents five years of aging. The
bands are separated by the center line into males (to
the left) and females (to the right) in each age group.
The width of the bands shows what percent of the total
population are males and females in their age groups.

http://www.sru.edu/depts/artsci/ges/d-3-2b.htm

U.S. Population Pyramids - 1960-1990
Adapted from: Sources: U.S. Bureau of Census and Population Reference Bureau
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In the 1960 pyramid, ages birth to 14, that part of the population
which had not yet reached reproductive age in 1960, represent the
large numbers of children born after World War II, the so-called babyboom. The two narrow striped bands above the baby-boomers, ages 20
to 29, represent the low numbers of children born during the economic
depression of the 1930s. In 1960, these children of the depression
were in their reproductive years and are the parents of the baby-boom
children.
In the 1980 and 1990 graphs, the baby boom population bulge
moves upward 20 and 30 years. The baby-boom children are now adults
in their reproductive years and the width of the gray bands below them
represent their children.
Question 4.15. How would you explain the widths of the gray bands
near the bottoms of the 1980 and 1990 pyramids?
Question 4.16. In a year 2000 graph what do you expect the width of
the bottom two bands would be? They represent the children
born from 1991 to 1999. Will they be wider or narrower than
the bands above them?
To see a really cool animated pyramid of U.S. population from
1050 to 2050, go to the following site:
http://www.edstephan.org/Animation/pyramid.html

To see the present U.S. population to date, go to:
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/00000.html

Fast Facts About U.S. Population Growth
Over four million babies are born each year in the
United States.
The U.S. population is growing by about 2.5
million people each year. Of that, immigration
contributes over one million people to the U.S.
population annually.
The U.S. fertility rate is currently 2.0 births per
woman, an increase from 1.8 in 1988.
The United States has one of the highest natural
growth rates (0.7%) of any industrialized
country in the world. For comparison, the
United Kingdom’s natural increase is one
quarter the rate of the U.S. at 0.2%, while
Germany’s natural increase is 0.
Using the Census Bureau’s projections, U.S.
population will grow to 394 million by 2050.
Eight states have population growth rates over
2.0%, which means their population will double
in less than 35 years.

Along our coasts, where nearly half the population
lives, the U.S. is among the more densely
populated countries in the world. The Northeast
averages 767 people per square mile, while
Haiti, for comparison, has 580.
By 2010, when California’s population reaches
50 million, population densities in coastal
California will reach 1,050 people per square
mile.
46% of the U.S. population lives in coastal regions
where ecosystems are the most fragile.
California, Florida and Texas account for onequarter of the U.S. population and were
responsible for 38% of all U.S. population
growth between 1940 and 1990.
Florida’s population has grown from 1.9 million in
1940 to 15 million today. That is over a 600%
increase in just 50 years.
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What Is Overpopulation?
How shall we define an overpopulated country? Is it one
where a large number of its citizens live in poverty and there are
vast numbers of unemployed? Or is it where everybody is working
very hard, where every tiny parcel of land is devoted to agriculture
and the food supply is still insufficient? Or is it a country where
the population has exceeded the carrying capacity of its own
territory? Or is it all of these? In the U.S. there is no shortage of
food. The supermarket shelves are full. There is a problem with
the distribution of available food, however, there is no doubt that
some people in our country go hungry. But is it fair to say that the
United States is overpopulated? The concept of overpopulation is
a fuzzy one.
We might say that a country is overpopulated when the number
of people in an area exceed that area’s resource capacity to sustain
human activities at a decent standard of living. When the population
cannot be maintained without rapidly depleting nonrenewable
resources or converting renewable resources into nonrenewable
resources quickly enough, measures must be taken either to control
the population or increase the area’s resources.
Examine the graph on this page. You will notice that the
two nations that contribute the most to the growth of the world’s
population are India and China.

Both nations have made concerted efforts
for many years to slow their rates of population
growth. The methods used by these governments,
especially the methods used in China, have
stirred up a great deal of controversy and have
even led to the withholding of funds and services
desperately needed in these countries.
Fifty years ago finding a parking space for an
automobile on most city streets was easy. Today
“Where shall I park the car?” is a constant problem
in urban centers and is taken for granted as part
of daily living.
Waiting in line to pay at the checkout counter
was not the experience of many Americans fifty
years ago when they went shopping. It may be
hard to imagine today, but in most towns and
cities the usual grocery store was a small shop
around the corner where you stood behind a
counter and asked the clerk for what you wanted.
Frequently the proprietor would know your name
and chat about the weather or some current news.
As you called off the items the clerk would get
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Top Contributors to
World Population Growth
Yearly increase in millions

India

16,367

China

11,157

Pakistan

3,522

Nigeria

2,917

United
States

2,897

Source: UN, World Population Prospects: The 2000 Revision, 2001.

them from different places in the store and put
them on the counter before you. When you were
done the individual prices were written on a paper
bag and your bill was totaled up. Rarely did you
have to wait. Today, we wheel carts through a
huge stockroom of packaged food, select our
items, and then wait in line until a clerk passes
the premarked packages over an automatic price
reading machine which adds up our total. The
only personal exchange is likely only to be the
question, “Paper or plastic?”
Today when we drive through the countryside
in the U.S. there are still vast tracts of open land.
Forests and open plains seem to be plentiful. Even
though we know our population is increasing it
seems as if our country can handle the problem.
The thought that America is already overpopulated
is hard to believe.
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In Your Opinion

What Will Our Future Growth Really Be?
Our species is unique on this planet; so what we have learned about the mathematics
of population growth may or may not apply to the Earth’s human population.
Question 4.17. How does the growth of the world’s human population differ from
that of an animal population?
Question 4.18. What are the space limitations for human population growth?
Question 4.19. What other factors might limit human population growth?
Question 4.20. Are there any indications that limiting factors are currently
inhibiting human population growth?
Question 4.21. How does the concept of carrying capacity relate to human
populations?
Question 4.22. On Goat Island we saw two patterns for what can occur when
a population nears its carrying capacity—gradual tapering off to a stable
population, or a series of “crashes,” when carrying capacity is exceeded. In
your opinion, which (if any) of these patterns might be a good model for
Earth’s human population growth?

For new material relating to this chapter, please see
the GSS website “Staying Up To Date” page:
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/8pop. We invite
you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up
To Date" web page for this chapter. Articles may
be from local newspapers, magazines, websites, or
other sources that you think would be of interest to
classrooms around the country. To send us articles
please go to the link
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html
and find the "Submit New Article" button.

To see the present world population, go to this link:
http://opr.princeton.edu/popclock/

World Human Population (billions)

Environmentalists concerned
about the long-range sustainability
of the Earth’s systems see the
explosion of the human population
as a danger. As people all over the
world push for a better quality of life
for themselves and their children
they are pressing against the ability
of the Earth to supply water, food,
space and manufactured goods. It is
not the numbers of people that are
the problem. As you will see in our
next chapter, it is what an increase in
population does to the environment
in order to meet its needs that are
a cause for concern.
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Chapter 5

5. The Environmental Impact of
Populations
More humans means more demands
of nature. The demand for wood, wood
products, and additional space for agriculture
has resulted in worldwide loss of forests.
What people all over the world are beginning
to recognize is that the world’s resources are
finite. There is just so much land, just so much
drinking water, just so much of everything.
When there were fewer human beings there
seemed to be enough natural resources for
everyone to share. Times have changed.

Chinese Population Impact on Environment
Over the last 40 years, China’s agriculture,
cities, energy supplies and forests have all
come under increasing stress because of the
population which has more than doubled. With
increased consumption of resources, the need
for fuel has lead to destruction of forests.
Historical records of the Chinese civilization
go back 4,000 years. In 300 BC, when Europe was
a wilderness and the culture of ancient Greece was
blossoming, 20 million people lived in China. Then,
even in its most densely populated areas, there
were between two and three hectares (4.5 to 6.7
football fields-worth) of farmland to provide food
for each individual. (A hectare is an area equal
to 2.25 football fields.) By 1990 with a population
exceeding a billion, there was less than 0.1 hectare
(one fifth of a football field) of land per person for
food production. In comparison, in the United
States in 1994 there was almost 0.8 hectare (1.7
football fields) per person for food production.
52

For years, industrialization and improved
farming techniques supplied the increase in food
necessary for China’s growing population. In the
late 1950s, when the Communist revolutionaries
had triumphed and taken control of China, their
leader, Mao Zedong, proclaimed, “It is a very
good thing that China has a big population. Even
if China’s population multiplies many times, she
is fully capable of finding a solution; the solution
is production.”
A hectare is an area
100 meters by 100 meters.
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The revered leader was tragically wrong. His plan was to change China
from an agricultural society into an industrial country in a very short time.
It was called the “great leap forward.” But at that time farms were run by
communes, which received no benefit from increases in production. In some
cases the communes harvested what they needed for themselves and left
the rest in the fields. Shared farm machinery was often not available when
needed and crops were lost. These inefficiencies led to a reduction in the
food supply and produced the greatest famine in human history. In the years
between 1959 and 1961 an estimated 30 million people died because of lack
of food. Today, the communes have been disbanded and Chinese farming
returned to family operations with the government entering into production
contracts with individual families.
Feeding the present population of 1.1 billion people is a massive problem.
China has one-fifth of the world’s population and only one-fifteenth of the
world’s farmland. If it is hard to visualize how many people 1.1 billion is
consider this fact; in 1994 more people lived in China than in all of Europe,
Russia, North America, Japan and Australia combined.
The growth of this massive population has drastically affected the
environment. Forests have disappeared. Water supplies are growing short.
Pollution from increasing use of fossil fuels is poisoning the atmosphere. A
common ailment is the “Beijing cough” which is increasingly heard in Chinese
cities. The air is loaded with particulates and greenhouse gases. Ozone
readings in Beijing, Guangzhou, and other Chinese cities are more than three
times the average in Los Angeles.
China is the world’s leading coal burner
and at the present rate of increase will
double the burning in the next 20 years. In
addition, although the major means of urban
transportation is by nonpolluting bicycle, the
use of automobiles is increasing. In 1970 there
were only 613,000 automobiles in the nation.
In 1990 their numbers had increased to 5.8
million. Government policy is to create an
automobile industry and in 1993 it produced 1.3
million new cars. Government officials hope to
be producing 3 million new cars each year by
the year 2000.
Ultimately, the challenge that China
faces is the same one that faces all countries
in the world; how to achieve the benefits of
industrialization without disrupting the global
systems upon which the quality of life depends.
But in China’s case the large numbers of people
and their long period of land development
have made the problem more acute. And what
happens in China has important repercussions
throughout the world.

Carbon dioxide emissions from the People’s Republic of
China. Source: Trends ’93, Carbon Dioxide Information
Analysis Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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The Demographic Transition in China
Population pressures may have encouraged people to seek work in the
cities and migrate from their rural dwellings. Urban stresses such as pollution
are magnified.
In the transition from rural society to industrialized society, the rural
characteristics of high birth rate and high death rate both go down, but not
necessarily the same amount. The chart on this page compares the demographic
transition in Denmark and in China. The rate of China’s change has been
extraordinary. The kind of change that took 230 years in Denmark has been
accomplished in China in only 70
years.

Source: Vaclav Smil, China’s
Environmental Crisis

This rapid change is only
possible under an authoritarian
government. This speed up
of the demographic transition
in China was accomplished by
controlling the birth rate though
laws and regulations. But the
forced reduction in birth rates
has resulted in much pain and
suffering.

India’s Impact on the Environment
The growing urban poor populations threaten
to engulf the cities. The potential for epidemics is
growing. There is no immediate solution in sight
to the problem of providing water and sanitation
for the growing numbers of people. The United
Nations clean-water standards call for 98% of
water samples from any one area be free from
coliform bacteria from human excrement. By
this standard almost all of India’s surface water
resources are polluted. The river that passes by
the capital, New Delhi, receives an estimated 200
million liters of untreated sewage each day.

The lost forests
A century ago over 40% of India’s land was
covered with forests. In 1991 a government survey
showed that the forest cover had diminished to
only 19%. Wood is the primary fuel for the urban
population and that, combined with exploitation
of the timber lands by the government itself
decimated the forests. The government owns
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97% of the forest land. In order to raise revenues,
wood was sold at low prices. Paper mills and
plywood companies set up facilities and harvested
the trees until the supply was exhausted. Then
they moved on to another area. Recently the
government has reversed this disastrous course
and the 1991 survey showed a small increase in
forest cover since an earlier 1989 survey.

The lost soil
As in all countries where intensified farming
is practiced, India is endangering its resources for
food production. Soil degradation affects about
59% of India’s total cropland. The damaging
agents are water and wind erosion, salinity, water
logging, and loss of soil nutrients. Excessive
irrigation is responsible for both the water logging
and salinity that reduce food production. Water
logging is the complete saturation of the soil,
causing plants to rot. Salinity results when, over
a period of years, the water evaporating from the
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surface leaves behind an increasing amount of salt deposits.
Corrections to preserve the soil and prevent increase in water
logging and salinity are known but the funds to make the improvements
and to educate the farmers are not available.

Registered Motor Vehicles in India 1971-89

Population Impact of the United States
Most early Americans were farmers and the boundaries of
settled land moved further and further West as the population grew.
The settlers came to a land covered with virgin forest. American
Indians who lived in forested regions along the East Coast practiced
a system of agriculture, which did not degrade the productivity of
the land like the large tobacco, and cotton plantations that replaced
them. The plains Indians harvested buffalo in numbers that did not
seriously deplete the herds over the years.

http://www.divide.net/

But for the settlers, the first task was to convert the forest into
land that could be farmed. Tree by tree, and farm-by-farm, with axes
and saws, they cleared the ancient forest. The line of the frontier
moved over the hills as a great sweeping away of the forest. When
settlers reached the Great Plains in the center of our country, fewer
trees needed to be chopped down; but the environmental change was
extensive nonetheless. Vast herds of buffalo were exterminated and
replaced by cattle and sheep. In the place of the prairie grass, that
stretched from horizon to horizon, many areas were turned to wheat
farming and were enclosed by barbed wire fences. The Great Plains
became a land blanketed with farms, dotted with trading centers
that grew within a hundred years into complex industrial cities.
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To be sure, no other species changes the
natural environment as much as the human
species. We increase greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere, deplete the ozone layer, change
Earth’s habitats causing loss of species, create
pollution.

Land for Food vs. Land for Dwellings
A growing human population needs space to live. In many countries it means
building on land previously used for food production. According to some experts,
that would reduce the food supply. However, some scientists and agricultural
specialists believe that by boosting crop yields more food can be grown on less land.
Through irrigation and modern farming methods some lands previously thought unfit
for farming can become food producing. Moreover, in many places in the world, food
goes to waste. If better ways to distribute food were established, fewer people
would go hungry. If farming technology were spread more widely more farmers
would have better yields. These scientists and specialists believe that if the will
is there, human inventiveness can find ways to improve the food supply.

The Depletion of Topsoil
Soil is a basic natural resource. It is renewable since it
is a product of forest and plant growth. But when the ground
is exposed for farming, erosion of topsoil becomes a problem.
The average rate of erosion is about three times the rate of soil
production. Over much of the Earth’s surface the base of soil
for plant growth is only a few inches deep. In some places the
topsoil is gone and previously fertile land is desolate.
Advances in conservation methods have reduced the loss
of topsoil during farming. But the increased demand for food
combined with the availability of fertilizer has led many farmers
to abandon traditional rotation of crops that can build soil in
favor of intensive one-crop farming.
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Department of Agriculture
figures showed that in Missouri, when
land was planted with a corn-wheatclover rotation, it lost an average
of 2.7 tons of topsoil per acre each
year. Comparable land planted
continuously to corn lost 19.7 tons
per acre per year to erosion. A
thinning of topsoil leads to a loss of
fertility and eventual crop failure.
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The Impact of American Food Choices
Technology developed in the industrialized countries has enabled us to change our
diets. We can eat vegetables at any season of the year. The process of canning has given
us the ability to extend our food supply and vary what we eat. Technology has given us
farm machinery that has increased food production. It has also displaced hundreds of
thousands of farm workers.
Technology has also produced the chain saw. The buzz of the chain saw has, for the
past decade, been the sound of the destruction of the rainforests of the world. In Brazil,
landowners have cleared large areas of the tropical trees and converted the land to pasture.
Modern transportation and refrigeration have enabled meat from cows raised in these
pastures to reach Western countries where it satisfies the hunger of millions of hamburger
lovers, particularly in the United States. There is something paradoxical about many
American’s eating habits. We eat, gain weight, struggle to reduce and then we eat some
more. Red meat is a particular favorite. However, meat as food is wasteful of energy.
It works this way. The primary source of food energy is the Sun. Only a small amount
of the Sun’s energy is captured by green plants and converted into stored chemical energy.
When herbivores, like cattle, eat the plants only a small portion of the energy of the plants
is converted to animal tissue. When we eat meat, only a small amount of the energy of the
animal tissue is made available for use in our bodies. There is a loss factor of 10 at each
step of energy conversion. If, in a particular area, the Sun provides a thousand calories of
energy, the plants can capture only 100 of them. The cattle eat the grass but can convert
only 10 calories out of the 100. When people eat a quantity of beef that contains 10 calories
they can extract only 1 calorie. So, it takes 1000 calories of sunlight to produce just 1
calorie from beef. But, if we got more of our energy from plants, we would be using the
Earth’s resources more efficiently.

Investigation

How Much Land Does It Take To
Produce Your Food?
by David Masterman
In this Investigation, you calculate the amount
of land required to produce the food eaten by an
individual for one year and compare the amount
of land required to produce animal versus plant
products.

Background:
Humans require energy and their energy is
obtained from food. Energy moves from its source
in the sun through the photosynthetic organisms
that make that energy available to living things
(producers) and then through organisms that eat
other organisms (consumers). Land therefore yields
fewer kilo calories per square meter per year in
animal products than in plant products. Energy is
lost in the transition from producers to consumers.
(respiration, heat loss, animal waste)

Plants can be divided into two groups,
C-3 and C-4, based on the photosynthetic and
respiratory pathways they utilize. Under the
right conditions C-4 plants such as sugarcane
and corn photosynthesize two to three times
as fast as C-3 plants. C-4 plants are also more
efficient because they don’t lose energy due
to photorespiration which frequently occurs in
C-3 plants. C-3 and C-4 plants are separated
on the Analysis Sheet because the C-3 plants
are less energy efficient.
A final point to remember in dealing with
food energy, a food Calorie used by nutritionists
is equivalent to a kilocalorie (kcal) used by
chemists and physicists.
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Investigation: How Much Land Does It Take? (continued)

Materials:
calorie counters — Mac Diet computer program or calorie counter
meter stick

Investigation Strategies:
Note: All calculations must be clearly displayed. Show all you steps, and be sure
to include units in every calculation.
1. Record the types and amount of food eaten during a 24-hour period. Be sure to
count everything, not just what is eaten at meals - snacks, candy, etc. too. If you
record your food intake for more than one day, just average your results in step 2
to get the amount consumed in a single day.
2. Using calorie counter references, determine the total number of calories taken in
during those 24 hours. Multiply this amount by 365 to determine the total number
of calories taken in during a year.
3. Create an Analysis Sheet for Trophic Ecology of Humans (sample on page 60) and
students’ calorie data to determine the square meters of land required to support
the individual. Do this by determining the number of calories that fall into each
food category and divide each of these values by the “yield”.
Add all the values in the “square meters of land” column to arrive at the total land
required to support the individual.
Add the values in each subgroup, C-3 plants,
C-4 plants, and animal products, to compare
plant and animal land requirements.
4. Calculate a class average for the square meters
of land required to support an individual.
5. Assuming a football field/soccer field is 5000
square meters, how many fields do you need
to support an average member of your class
for one year?
6. Calculate the amount of land (in m ) required to
support the world’s population for one year.
2

7. Examine a world atlas to determine the total
surface area of the arable land on earth (the
land that can be farmed). Convert this number
into square meters, if it is not already in those
units.
Hint: 1 km2 = 106 m2, 1 mile2 = 2.56x106 m2
(One source gives this value as approximately
1.3732 X1013 m2)
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8. If everyone on earth ate as the average member
of your class did, what percent of the earth
would be needed to produce that amount of
food?
To calculate this, divide the amount of land
needed to support the world’s population for
one year by the total surface area of the land
on earth, and multiply by 100.
9. Is there sufficient land to meet the needs of
today’s people? Explain.
10. Assume that you have a great grandchild
and your great grandchild will die of old
age. Estimate the year s/he might die. What
assumptions are you making?
11. What is the doubling time for the earth’s
population of humans?
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Investigation: How Much Land Does It Take? (continued)

12. Complete a table like the one shown on this page.
To do so, enter the year in the first empty row of
the first column (e.g., 1997).
a. Enter the world’s population of human
beings in the first empty row of the second
column.

Table: Land Needed for Food
Year

Human

Percent Of Land Needed

Population To Grow The World’s Food
(billions)

b. Enter the percent of land needed to grow the
world’s food in the first empty row of the third
column.
c. Add the doubling time to today’s date and enter
the result below today’s date.
d. Double the population of earth and enter the
result below today’s population.
e. Double the percent of land needed to grow the world’s food and enter
the result below today’s percent.
f. Continue this until you have reached or passed the year that you estimate
your great grandchild might die of old age.
13. At what year do you estimate that the biodiversity of the world will
collapse to zero? Explain.
14. Are these predictions possible? Explain.
15. What assumptions were made in determining
these values? How might each be modified
in the future to change the predictions you
made?
16. Comparing land required to produce an equal
amount of plant versus animal calories:
• Choose one plant product (e.g., rice)
and one animal product (e.g., beef) from
the Analysis Sheet for Trophic Ecology of
Humans. Any foods from the Analysis Sheet
could be used.
• Assume that an individual takes in 200
calories of each product in one meal.
• Divide the 200 calories by the yield from the
Analysis Sheet.
• Discuss the implications of vegetarian versus
non-vegetarian diets. How would this affect
the results in the table of “Land Needed for
Food?”

Most of the people in the world live primarily
on varieties of grain and other plant products.
More affluent people bring meat into their diets.
In addition, cattle and poultry are often fattened
up by feeding them grain, which could be used
for human consumption
By eating less meat and relying more on
plant products for food, the energy transfer would
be 10 times more efficient. Americans would not
put on so much weight if their diet consisted of
more vegetables and less red meat. If we did,
we certainly would be adding to the world’s food
supply. It has been estimated that if Americans
decreased their meat consumption by only 10%,
enough grain could be released to feed 60 million
people.
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3500

Wheat,
cereal

810

Soft
drinks

3500

Oranges,
grapefruit

1000

Corn
cereal

1600

Peanut
butter

920

Corn

250

Rice, rice
cereal

1250

Subtotal

Potatoes

1600

Carrots

810

Other
vegetables

200

Apples

1500

Pears,
peaches

900

Vegetable
oil

300

Margarine

300

Beet sugar

1990

Orange
juice
(Frozen)

410

Subtotal
Source: Brewer, Richard and M. T. McCann,
Laboratory and Field Manual of Ecology, Saunders College
Publishing, Philadelphia, 1982. Modified from materials
presented by Janis Lariviere at the Woodrow Wilson NFF Biology
Institute, 1991. Modified by David Masterman, 1996
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Required to Support You
(Yearly Consumption ÷ Yield)

Cane
sugar

Required to Support You
(Yearly Consumption ÷ Yield)

650

(kcal/sq m/year)

Bread

(kcal/sq m/year)

Yield

(kcal/year)

Yearly Consumption

Category

(kcal/day)

C-4 Plants

Daily Consumption

Required to Support You

(kcal/sq m/year)

Yield

(kcal/year)

Yearly Consumption

(kcal/day)

Category

Daily Consumption

C-3 Plants

(Yearly Consumption ÷ Yield)

Analysis Sheet for Trophic Ecology of Humans

Yield

(kcal/year)

Yearly Consumption

(kcal/day)

Category

Daily Consumption

Animal Products

Milk

420

Cheeses

40

Eggs

200

Chicken

190

Pork

190

Beef

130

Fish
(frozen)

2

Subtotal

TOTAL
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The Depletion of Renewable Resources
The loss of topsoil is an example of the depletion of a renewable resource
to the point where it begins to disappear. There are other examples of how
renewables can become non-renewables when the generating stock is reduced
below a certain level.
The destruction of the tropical rainforests is the result of human
population growth. When the trees are cleared for farming by the people
moving out from the crowded urban centers, first the trees and brush are cut.
Then they are set on fire. The forest floor is exposed and the ashes supply
nutrients for the crops which are planted among the stumps. Heavy rains
wash out the minerals and nutrients, so farming may proceed for a few years
but soon only scrub grass can grow in the soil. Cows may be pastured there
but even they will not be able to find food after a while. The trees, which
were the base of the ecosystem, cannot grow back because it was only the
recycling of dead plant growth that provided their nourishment in the original
rainforest. When, after a few years, the crops begin to do poorly it is time
to move on. The people move to a new uninhabited place in the forest and
begin the process all over again. The process is called slash and burn.
When the human population was low the process could continue, as it
did, for thousands of years. The slash and burn areas were small in relation to
the forest and as the years passed the burned-out areas had time to recover
their forest growth before the humans returned. This process fails when the
number of people increases.
All over the world there are growing examples of ocean crops that are
no longer available because of over harvesting. Between 1950 and 1970 the
worldwide marine fish catch tripled. New methods of ocean harvesting, factory
ships, radar and long drift nets increased the technical ability to catch food
from the ocean. In the 1970’s the annual catch leveled off and since then
harvests have been declining.

The Depletion of Nonrenewable Resources
Industrialized society is based on high-energy
use, mostly supplied by the burning of fossil
fuels: oil, coal and natural gas. That use will
increase as the less developed countries become
industrialized. Many people point out that we will
come to the end of the fossil fuel supply and that
alternatives should be developed now. Others
point out that huge supplies remain in the ground
and that new finds continue to be uncovered.
Two things are certain. One is that there
will be increasing difficulty in exploiting the new
finds. More energy will be required and more
environmental damage will result in bringing
them into use. When coal and other minerals
are close to the surface, the easiest way to get
them is to remove the top layer of soil and rock
Population Growth—Chapter 5: Environmental Impacts of Human Population Growth
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and simply dig the minerals out. This practice, called strip mining,
creates huge holes that change the local environment. Another example
of environmental destruction due to the difficult extraction of energy
supplies is the increasing number of oil spills that occur when oil tanker
accidents occur. The 1989 spill from the oil tanker S.S. Valdez in Prince
William Sound in Alaska spread over 150 miles of coastline. The habitat
of a countless number of seals, sea birds, and marine animals was gravely
affected.
The other thing that is certain is that eventually the supplies will
run out. This is an example of natural limits. Whether supplies of oil
will become 80% depleted in about 50 years, as some studies show, or
whether it will be in 100 years, it nevertheless will happen. The same
is true of natural gas and coal.

1993 Population and Per-person Resource Consumption
World Resources Institute
Country

Question 5.1. Which countries were in
the top five for all three categories
of per person energy use, urban
solid waste production, and water
use?

1993

Per

Per

Per

Population

Person

Person

Person

(millions of

Energy

Urban

Water

Solid

Use

Waste

(thousands

People)

Use
(million
B.T.U’s)

(pounds)

of gallons)

Argentina

32.7

50

342

222.8

Australia

17.3

222

1395

331.0

Brazil

151.6

21

299

61.2

27

281

1341

413.1

China

1170.7

26

99

104.1

India

862.7

9

82

116.7

Japan

124

111

Unknown

238.3

Kenya

42.2

3

64

13.6

Mexico

86.3

51

299

166.3

Norway

4.3

189

1031

129.4

Somalia

8.9

1

112

24.8

39

74

707

304.8

57.6

139

764

130.4

257

273

1822

490.1

Canada

Spain
United Kingdom
United States
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Question 5.2. Which countries were
in the bottom five for all three
categories of per person energy
use, urban solid waste production
and water use?
Question 5.3. Are global resources
shared equally? Explain.
Question 5.4. Propose a solution
to this unequal use of resources.
What should be the responsibility
of countries that consume large
amounts of resources? What
should be the responsibilities
of countries that have large
populations? What should be the
responsibilities of countries that
both consume large amounts of
natural resources and have large
populations?
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Question 5.5. How would your life be different if you were living in
Kenya? If you were living like that and saw a movie about American
life, how would you feel?
The consumption rates of natural resources vary widely among
individuals and nations. Americans on average use more wood and paper
products than almost any other nationality. American also consume
more beef, which takes about 10 times as much energy to produce as
the same nutritional amount of grains or vegetables per person. People
in the United States and Canada account for approximately 5.3% of the
global population, yet they produce about 26% of global CO2 emissions
One indicator of the amount of energy consumed.
While people often equate the amount of consumption with the
level of comfort or the standard of living, large reductions in total
consumption can be achieved with improvements in energy efficiency,
recycling of materials, and changes in patterns of production and
distribution.
These changes appear to have little effect on the standard of living.
For example, Canadians, U.S. citizens, and European Union members
are generally considered to have comparable standards of living, yet
Europeans on average use 47.2% as many resources per person (in oil
energy equivalent units) as their North American counterparts.

Impacts on the Global Climate;
Increased Global Warming
The scientific theory that the climate of
the entire Earth is slowly heating up is based on
a growing body of scientific data and laboratory
studies, which shows the following:

5. The destruction of forests increases the
potential for global warming because trees
absorb carbon dioxide, thus removing it from
the atmosphere.

1. Certain gases, including carbon dioxide,
methane, and nitrogen oxides, absorb heat,
and prevent it from leaving the atmosphere.

Scientists still do not know for certain how
rapidly the temperature of the Earth will rise, or
precisely what the effects of a warmer world will
be. The most important relationship between
human population and global warming is in the
area of food production. A vital question is:
will a warmer Earth increase food production or
reduce it?

2. H u m a n a c t i v i t i e s a r e i n c r e a s i n g t h e
concentration of these gases in the atmosphere.
Carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxides come from
the burning of coal, oil, and natural gas in
automobiles, power plants, home heating
units, and industries. Methane is produced by
cattle and in rice cultivation.
3. As the world population increases, the
concentration of these gases will increase.
4. As developing nations, such as China and India,
become industrialized, the buildup of these
gases will increase even faster.

Although there are many unknowns, there
are some changes that might produce more food
in a warmer world. There would be shorter
winters and therefore a longer growing season.
Areas of the world like Canada, northern Europe
and the former Soviet Union could become food
production areas. In a warmer world there
would likely be more clouds due to increased
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evaporation. Arid lands might receive more rain and become fertile.
Since plants convert carbon dioxide to food an increase in carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere might stimulate some plants to grow faster.
While these effects could tend to increase food production there are
other effects to consider.
In a warmer world the weather patterns might be very different
from those on which food producers presently depend. The
additional rain may not fall where humans would like it to fall. Some
climatologists predict that an increase in global average temperatures
will produce weather patterns that will bring dry spells and drought
more often to our Mid-West grain belt while more rain might increase
flooding elsewhere.
Higher temperatures in the tropics, where some plants are
already near their limit of heat tolerance, may reduce the food supply
there. Under warmer, wetter conditions crop-eating tropical insects
will undoubtedly increase and move northward and southward into
areas never inhabited before. Some plants need a certain amount
of cold weather in their dormant periods in order to complete their
life cycles.
Also, it is predicted that global warming will cause sea levels to
rise due to the melting of glaciers and the increase in the volume of
ocean water as it warms. If that occurs there may be a mass exodus
of people from coastal areas where most of the world’s population is
concentrated. Certain areas of the world, like most of Bangladesh
and much of the states of Louisiana and Florida will be underwater.

Overcrowding—Impacts on Living Space
There is a party game—a variation on hide and seek called “sardines.”
When the hidden person is found, instead of telling everyone where this person is
located, you squeeze into the same hiding place. Each person who finds the hidden
ones also squeezes in, until, well, everyone is packed in like a can of sardines! It
may be a lot of fun, but imagine what it would be like to be packed closely like
that all the time. The effects of this may be not only physical inconvenience, but
health and psychological repercussions as well. To what extent the conditions
of overcrowding contribute to problems such as crime and drug use that plague
our cities is unknown.
It has been postulated that the failure of city people to relate to their
neighbors the way people do in small towns is because there is “relationship
overload” in the cities. There are simply too many contacts made in city living
to acknowledge them all. The result is a remoteness that sometimes borders on
hostility and an unwillingness to get involved with a neighbor.
Any inner city dweller can tell
you that the stress brought on by
close proximity to many people —
the noise, pollution, and problems
that such closeness generates — can
be overwhelming.
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Migration

http://www.time.com/tibet.delano.0717/frames/2.html

Migration brings people out of the place where they were
born to another land. When national population growth statistics
are discussed it is rare that allowance is made for the change in
population due to this kind of migration, known as immigration.
Immigrants are quite a bit different from refugees, who are people
who leave their homes because of war, civil unrest, political, racial,
or religious persecution. The instances of genocide and ethnic
cleansing mentioned in the previous chapter led to multitudes of
refugees forced to flee to neighboring countries.
In a large country like the U.S. the percent of population
increase due to immigrants and refugees is relatively small. But
its social significance cannot be ignored—there is much political
controversy over it.
In recent times, the movement of people because of
environmental decline has added a new dimension to a global
refugee problem. Changed environmental conditions have forced
large numbers of people to move. Desertification, drought or flood,
or land use that reduced the ability of the land to support life, have made
refugees of millions in Asia and Africa. If the Earth warms and the sea level
rises because of global climate change, additional millions will be driven from
their coastal homes. As these people move onto land already occupied the
impact on humanity could be incalculable.

Conflict

Pollution Impacts

The history of humankind is full of conflict
between groups of people. The causes of conflict
between groups are complex and some of them
may be deeply rooted in human psychology. But
another reason is certainly the struggle to obtain
new territory and the natural resources it may
contain. Increased population can underlie the
need for more territory or additional natural
resources. The movement of the western frontier
across the U.S. was like diffusion, a movement
of people from a place of greater concentration
to a place of less concentration. The resultant
conflict between the invading settlers and the
resident Native Americans is a story of death and
misery that is well known. Japan’s need for access
to natural resources prior to World War Two is also
an example of how need for resources can be a
key factor in the start of war.

All living systems produce wastes. As a
consequence, they tend to pollute the environment
in which they exist.

Increase in Air Pollution
Gaseous wastes very quickly pollute the air.
Think of how fast, in a crowded enclosed place like
an elevator or a subway train, someone lighting up
a cigarette can foul the air. Our global atmosphere
is also a closed space. Fortunately, the waste
gases exhaled by people and other animals are
taken out of the air by green plants. But gases
such as sulfur dioxide, nitrous oxide, and toxic
compounds from industrial processes can linger
longer. Human population growth and the pace of
human activities are now putting pollutants into
the global atmosphere faster than plants or other
natural process can remove them.
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Increase in Water Pollution
Industrial manufacturing, transportation and home heating are the
major causes of global environmental pollution. In the past, industrial wastes
were simply dumped into the area nearby or into a convenient stream to be
dispersed and carried to some other place; they were thrown “away.” As
the world becomes more crowded, people realize that there is no “away.”
Other people are living there. Many of them are dependent on the water
downstream. As the industrial revolution picked up steam, the rate of waste
production rose so drastically that municipalities had to take notice. Laws
were passed providing rules for the disposal of liquid wastes.

Increase in Solid Waste
Al Gore in his book Earth in the Balance
makes an interesting analogy. He points out
that our industrial civilization has magnified
in a gigantic way what each of us does.
Automobiles have magnified the process of
animal respiration—our internal combustion
engines mimic the way our lungs take in
oxygen, combine it with fuel to release energy,
and exhaust carbon dioxide. Factories take
in raw material and burn it to provide energy,
as power plants do, or they transform the raw
materials into new products just as the human
body does. In this process of energy production
and material transformation solid wastes are
produced. Modern industry copies the process of
animal digestion. It consumes the trees, coal, oil
and minerals resources of the Earth and fouls the
global environment with its wastes.
In many industrial nations, great emphasis
is placed upon packaging. An extra strain is put
on the environment in many ways: large, bulky
containers are used so that it will seem that we
are getting more for our money; small products
are fastened by plastic film to large cards, which
have to be thrown away.
Overpackaging uses
energy in unnecessary production costs and
consumes raw materials needlessly.
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http://www.freefoto.com/pictures/general/rubbish/index.asp

The statistics of waste production in the United
States are staggering. Municipal solid waste is more
than five pounds a day for every citizen of this
country, or about one ton of stuff thrown “away” by
each of us each year. That waste goes to a landfill
or is burned in an incinerator that sends exhaust
fumes into the atmosphere. Then the leftover ashes
still have to be dumped somewhere.
To produce all that packaging, American
industry produces about one ton of solid and liquid
wastes for every man, woman and child each week.
That is not counting the gaseous wastes that the
smoke stacks pour into the air. Each year twenty
tons of carbon dioxide enters the atmosphere for
every person in the U.S. Totaling it all up, in the
U.S. each of us is responsible for more than twice
our own weight in waste every day.
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Average Income in 3 Countries
Richest 20%

$328

$2,538

Middle 60%

$115

$861

$33,661
$14,190

Poorest 20%
$361

$50
Tanzania—1993
(Low Income)

Morrocco—1991
(middle income)

$6,270
United Kingdom—1991
(high income)

The Distribution of Income and Wealth
If we wish to examine the ecological footprint of “people” on
this planet the comparisons of how much people consume (per capita
consumption) is helpful.
The wealth of an individual is defined as the value of personal assets
less the value of personal liabilities at a particular point in time. Gross
national product (GNP) per capita (i.e. per person) indicates the average
income of people in a country. GNP per capita can be calculated as the
dollar value of a country’s final output of goods and services in a year,
divided by its population. The values vary widely throughout the world but
in broad terms, we could say
$9,361 or more/year/person is...

high income,

$761–$9,360/ year/person is...

middle income

Less than $760/year/person is...

low income.

Since low- and middle-income countries
produce about 20 percent of the world’s goods and
services, but have more than 80 percent of the
world’s population, people in those countries have
a smaller share of the world’s goods and services
than people in high-income countries.
GNP per capita can be a rough indicator
of the general standard of living enjoyed by
the average citizen of a country. In countries
with higher GNP per capita people tend to have
longer life expectancies, higher literacy rates,
better access to safe water, and lower infant
mortality rates. Most nations want to increase
their GNP per capita by striving to have better
health, education, and work skills for people;
improving transportation, communication,
and energy systems; having better tools and
technology; having access to raw materials and
capital; getting fair wages and prices for goods
and services; encouraging savings and investment;
increasing the value and variety of exports; and
having better access to world markets to sell
these exports. Population growth rate can affect
GNP per capita greatly, since the “per capita”
element in the definition of GNP per capita is in

the denominator of the GNP calculation. Countries
that have managed to increase their GNP per
capita have tended to contain population growth
while following sensible economic policies that
can encourage stability and increases in both
human and physical capital.

Pitfalls of Using GNP per
Capita as an Indicator
While GNP per capita helps measure the
material output of a country, it does not show
whether the people lead fulfilling lives, what
kinds of goods and services the country produces,
or whether all people share equally in the wealth
of the country.
In almost all countries, the richest 20
percent of the population earn incomes that are
many times higher than the poorest 20 percent.
To get a better picture of the standard of living
in a country, you must go beyond GNP per capita
to see how income is distributed among all the
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Less than $760 (low income)
$760–$9,360 (middle income)
> $9,360 (high income)
no data

$/year/person

[from http://www.worldbank.org/depweb/english/modules/economic/gnp/index.htm]

GNP per capita, 1998

people. The chart above depicts distribution patterns typical of low-,
middle-, and high-income countries around the world. For up to date
world GNP data, visit http://geo.worldbank.org/.
• Of the world’s 6 billion people, more than 1.2 billion live on less
than $1 a day. Two billion more people live on only marginally
more.
• About 60 percent of the people living on less than $1 a day live in
South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa.
• In high-income countries, farmers—men and women—make up
less than 6 percent of the workforce, while in low- and middleincome countries combined, they represent nearly 60 percent of
all workers.
Question 5.6. Why do you think that Europeans use so much less
resources than North Americans? What are they doing that is
different?

Maps comparing the world’s relative geography( left) and the distribution of the world’s wealth (right).
http://cbc.amnh.org/crisis/crisis.html
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Energy Consumption per Capita
International comparisons of energy consumption per
capita are difficult, especially since there are so many
forms of energy and fuels: electricity, coal, oil, natural
gas. If we convert all forms of energy to kilograms of oil
equivalent we find that low-income countries consumed
less than 200 kg oil equivalent per head per annum in
1995. High- income countries consumed more than 5000
kg oil equivalent per head per annum, a multiplication
factor of 25.
General Energy Facts:
• World energy consumption is expected to increase 40%
to 50% by the year 2010, and the global mix of fuels—
renewables (18%), nuclear (4%), and fossil (78%)—is
projected to remain substantially the same as today; thus global carbon
dioxide emissions would also increase 50% to 60%.
• The United Nations estimates that more than 2 million villages worldwide
are without electric power for water supply, refrigeration, lighting,
and other basic needs, and the cost of extending the utility grids is
prohibitive, $23,000 to $46,000 per kilometer in 1988.
• Among industrialized and developing countries, Canada consumes per
capita the most energy in the world, and Italy consumes the least
among industrialized countries.
• Developing countries use 30% of global energy.
Rapid population growth, combined with
economic growth, will rapidly increase that
percentage in the next 10 years.
• The World Bank estimates that investments of
$1 trillion will be needed in this decade and
upwards of $4 trillion during the next 30 years
to meet developing countries’ electricity needs
alone.
• Traditional biomass fuels, such as wood, crop
residues, and animal dung, remain the primary
energy source for more than 2 billion people.
• In 1991, Americans spent about $1,975 per
person on all energy purchases. This represents
about 7.7% of the U.S. gross domestic product.
For comparison, in 1991 Americans spent about
$2,280 per capita for housing and about $2,565
for medical needs.
• Per capita, the United States ranks second in
worldwide energy consumption among the
industrialized nations.
• America uses about 15 times more energy
per person than does the typical developing
country.

Source of General Energy
Facts: International Energy
Agency, World Energy Outlook
(Organization or Economic
Co-Operation and Development,
Paris, 1996), pp. 237-285. Note:
Assumes current energy use
patterns

• The United States spends about $440 billion
annually for energy.
• In 1990, commercial buildings accounted for
nearly 11% of U.S. total energy consumption.
• Residential appliances, including heating and
cooling equipment and water heaters, consume
90% of all energy used in the U.S. residential
sector.
• Today, 36% of U.S. energy is consumed in
electricity generation. By 2010, that will rise
to 41%.
• The transportation sector consumed 35% of
the nation’s energy in 1990; this sector is 97%
dependent on petroleum.
• The United States consumes about 17 million
barrels of oil per day, of which nearly two-thirds
is used for transportation. Oil provides more
than 40% of the nation’s primary energy (energy
in its naturally occurring form before conversion
to end-use forms).
• The United States imports more than seven million
barrels of oil per day.
• Fossil fuels are depleted at a rate that is 100,000
times faster than they are formed.
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Global energy use climbs steadily over the years as
industrial economies expand. According to one model, energy
World Energy Use in 1971,
use could increase roughly 40 percent between 1993 and 2010.
1980 and 1992
World total energy use has been increasing at 2.3%/year, which
in exajoules per year.
corresponds to a doubling time of 31 years. Aggressive steps to
reduce energy use could change the course of these trends.
1.05 exajoule/year = 1 quad/year
Today, developed nations consume nearly three quarters
of all commercial energy. But much of the
additional energy demand in the next few
400
decades will come from developing nations
300
that increased their share of energy use from
200
14% in 1991 to 26% in 1992. Unless countries
100
can control their population growth and the
0
attendant environmental pollution problems
1971
1980
1992
the future quality of life for all of their
citizens is in jeopardy. The danger extends
M. Levine and M. Hirose,
to those who live in the currently industrialized countries as
Energy Efficiency Improvement
Utilizing High Technology: An
well. Together India and China have almost 38% of the world’s
Assessment of Energy Use in
population. What happens to them and what they do is sure
Industry and Buildings; Report
to affect the entire world.
and Case Studies, World Energy
Council, 34 St. James’s Street,
London SW1A 1HD, United
Kingdom, 1995.

Investigation

The Cost of an Afternoon’s Entertainment
Suppose you speak to your friend over the
telephone and you make a date to go the movies
on Saturday afternoon. Make a list of every use
of energy that is required so that you and your
friend can enjoy the day at the movie theater.
Make another list of every article that needs to
be manufactured for you to experience the movie.
Compare your list with those of your classmates
and see what you have left out.

Compare the environmental costs of going to
the movies to an afternoon’s entertainment if you
lived in a developing nation. Instead of driving
10 miles to a movie you might want to see, you
might simply walk to the village square and hang
out while you listened to a local musician.

Energy is central to our economies, our lifestyles, and our
health. It powers industrial production, transportation, and
increasingly, agricultural production. It provides services such as
heating, refrigeration, and lighting, which raise the quality of life
and provide tangible health benefits such as unspoiled food and
relief from the stresses of heat or cold.
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Maps comparing the world’s geography (left) and global CO2 emissions (right).
http://cbc.amnh.org/crisis/crisis.html

International Comparisons of Carbon Dioxide Discharges
An intergovernmental panel on carbon dioxide emissions
has found that in 1990, low-income countries discharged
0.7 metric tons or carbon dioxide per capita compared with
a discharge of 12.5 metric tons per capita in high-income
countries—a multiplication factor 17.8. In world-wide
discussions on policies for reducing carbon dioxide emissions,
industrial nations have proposed tradable permits in carbon
dioxide emissions, i.e. they strike a deal with a developing
country that has low emission of CO2, essentially paying to
“use” their unused allowable emissions.

Question 5.7. What constitutes
equity and fairness in this
situation? Should countries
that have high emissions of
CO2 be allowed to “buy”
CO2 emission credit from
developing countries that emit
less CO2? Why or why not?

The Economic Growth Factor
The philosophy that we must have maximum
economic growth (a growing GNP) in order to have
a healthy society is prevalent. If the growth of the
GNP is less than 3% economists and politicians start
to worry and governmental actions are demanded to
keep the rate of growth up. A higher GNP means more
goods produced and sold, but also means more energy
consumed and more waste that must be disposed of.
Today there are some people saying that it is
a myth of American life that “bigger is better,” that
growth always means progress. In a finite world it is
not possible to support an infinitely growing population
or a continuously growing economy. Something has
to give.

Question 5.8. Is maximum economic
growth necessary for a healthy
economy? What happens to the
economy if we start to run out of
raw materials? Will technological
innovations allow us to continue to
grow and provide more economic
“pie” and bigger “slices of the pie”
for everyone?

For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS website “Staying Up
To Date” page: http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/8pop. We invite you to send
us new articles for the "Staying Up To Date" web page for this chapter. Articles
may be from local newspapers, magazines, websites, or other sources that you think
would be of interest to classrooms around the country. To send us articles please
go to the link http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html and find the
"Submit New Article" button.
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Chapter 6

6. One Child
Episode 1
The young girl
She was frightened. She had not told anyone that she
had missed her last two periods. Telling her parents was
impossible. Her mother would be shocked, her father so
angry she didn’t know what he would do. She had not even
told her best friend for fear that somehow the word of her
pregnancy would get out. No one had friends when what you
were doing was against the law. The Supreme Leader had
decreed that all births should be controlled and the Women’s
Federation officials were relentless in carrying out the official
policy. She knew that they kept detailed notebooks on all the
young women in her neighborhood. Her monthly cycle was a
matter of record. Sooner or later she would be discovered
and the longer she waited the more difficult it would be.
There was no other choice. She entered the medical clinic
and submitted to the abortion. They inserted a piece of metal in her uterus to prevent
future pregnancies and sent her home. She knew an official entry had been made and
that she would be watched carefully.

Episode 2

Episode 3

The lovers

The married couple

They dared not touch each
other’s hand in public. The
Marriage Law specified that the
woman had to be 20 and the man
23. Marriages at earlier ages
were simply not permitted. Since she was only 19
and he 21 any indication that they were interested
in each other would bring sharp sanctions. He
dreamed of being an engineer. He had studied
hard and had passed the examinations. He had
waited 2 years for a place in the engineering
school. If it were discovered that he was having
sexual relations before marriage, he would surely
be expelled. Side by side in the gathering twilight
they slowly walked through the park without
speaking. Where the path curved sharply and
obscured them from view, they suddenly hurried
into the darkness of a grove of trees.
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Excited groups of people
were gathered around the
neighborhood bulletin board. A
large poster in red proclaimed
happy news. Had it been the announcement of
an execution or of a new government decree it
would have been printed on white paper. The
headline read “Birth Quotas.” Each June a new
list was published. It displayed the names of the
married couples who had applied for and had
received permission to conceive and bear a child
during the following year. Although there were
two hundred families in the neighborhood, only
eight or nine birth permits were issued each year.
The birth permit was a precious piece of paper. It
was necessary to present it at the hospital when
birth was imminent otherwise the hospital would
abort the child.
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The Chairperson of the Women’s Federation laboriously made her
way up the stairs to the apartment of the married couple on the third
floor. Her information was that the woman was already pregnant and
was due to give birth in February. The couple had expected to receive
a birth permit but other couples, more favored by the Committee, had
come before them. She knew what she had to say.
The proclamation of the Leader was clear. It was in the best interest
of the nation that the birth rate be reduced. Citizens were required to
do their best to see that the policy was carried out. She herself would
be open to criticism if the quota for their neighborhood was exceeded
by even one birth. Perhaps the couple would get a permit next year.
In the meantime this pregnancy must be aborted. The woman must go
to the hospital and after the abortion an intrauterine device would be
implanted to prevent accidental pregnancy. The woman would have to
go to the medical clinic every six months for an x-ray examination to
make sure the IUD was in place.
The voluntary visit to the clinic must take place within the next week
or the couple will face severe penalties. The husband’s work superiors
would be notified. Not only would the husband’s work benefits be reduced
but those of his superiors would also be cut. The couple might find that
their apartment permit would be canceled. She will accompany the
woman to the clinic to verify that the “remedial measures” had been
carried out. She had made this speech a hundred times before and knew
what the result would be. With a sigh she knocked on the door.

Episode 4
The family
The husband and wife were
determined to have another child.
The man wanted a son to continue
the family name. The woman
wanted a baby boy who, with her three year-old girl,
would complete the family of her dreams. National
Directive Number Seven stood in their way. Under the
Directive the government had redoubled its efforts to
impose a “One Couple, One Child” policy. After the
birth of her daughter the woman had been pressured
to sign a one-child agreement. Failure to sign the
agreement was looked on as an unpatriotic act.
In neighborhood group meetings those who signed
the agreement received praise from the population
control officials. Many of the women went further
and agreed to undergo the recommended sterilization
procedure that would prevent them from reneging
on their signed agreement. After the Fallopian tubes
that carry eggs from the ovary to the uterus were cut,
the women were hailed as leaders in the population
control program and got cash bonuses at a public
ceremony.
Population Growth—Chapter 6: One Child

The Women’s Federation officials were eager
to maintain a 100 percent compliance with the
Directive in their area. They were quick to let
the man and woman know what would happen if
they went ahead with their plan to have a second
child. The woman would be violating her signed
agreement. There would be a heavy fine, equal to
about five years of average yearly income. They
might have to sell their furniture or home to pay
the fine. At their workplaces they would not be
eligible for bonuses or overtime work. After the
delivery of the second child the woman would
be automatically sterilized. The couple would
be required to pay back to the government the
cost of the free medical and day-care received
by their first child. The second would not be
eligible for any free care. The birth permits in the
community in which they lived would be reduced
by one. Some other couple would go without the
one child that they were permitted to have. The
pressure to adhere to the government policy of
One Couple, One Child was overwhelming.
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The practice of one couple, one child and promoting
birth spacing between children among rural couples who want
another child discouraged population growth. In 1984 the
government somewhat relaxed its regulations, but for 5 years
the episodes described at the beginning of this chapter were
very real for the millions of young people involved
These episodes are not fictitious stories of some imagined
dictatorship. They describe the real circumstances that were
part of life in China from 1979 to 1984 and, to some extent,
continue today.

Why Have Such Policies Been Used in China?
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China has more people than any
other country. By the end of 1995, one out
of every five people in the world lived in
China. By contrast, the United States, with
the third largest population, accounted for
only one of every twenty people. China’s
population at that time was 126 people per
square kilometer (317 persons per square
mile), which although relatively high, is
not the highest population density in the
world because of the country’s vast land
resources. China is the world’s third largest
country in land area (9.3 million square
kilometers, or 3.6 million square miles)
but the country’s mountainous and desert
regions do not support many inhabitants.

Two thousand years of Chinese
Population Records

1200

Total Population in Millions

The People’s Republic of China
experienced a population explosion after
World War II that sent its population
doubling to 550 million in 1950. The
country’s growth of 14 million per year has
been equal to a new Australia every year.

From World Resources Institute, “China’s Population Future” 1994-95.
http://www.wri.org/
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Much of the population is clustered along the Pacific coast and in
several fertile river valleys that extend inland, such as the Huang and
the Yangtze. The most populous regions are in the rural areas where
farming and other primary industries make for a source of livelihood.
Facing serious problems of overpopulation, the Chinese government
acted forcefully to reduce the number of children in China. These
policies raised controversies surrounding freedom and human rights.
Government policies included legislating family planning to control
population growth. The policy demanded that couples marry later
in life, therefore having children later in life. The government also
initiated the one-child policy. Couples received financial subsidies,
longer maternity leave, better housing and even more land if they signed
one-child agreement contracts. Families with more than one child
without government approval had to pay hefty fines, to 5-10 percent
of income for up to 10 years, or be denied job promotions and other
incentives. In some cases newly affluent families were willing to pay
the fine to have a second child.
The desire to have sons is very strong in Chinese culture. An
unfortunate result of the One Couple, One Child policy was a surge in
female infanticide. This ancient Chinese custom, which had all but been
abandoned, returned. Although the government strongly disapproved
of the killing of baby girls, its policy seemed to
result in this desperate action.
Also, the government enforced mandatory
terminations of unauthorized pregnancies when
detected, regardless of stage of pregnancy.
Reports of various pregnancy termination
procedures such as using forceps to crush the
baby’s skull and injecting pure formaldehyde
into the soft cap of a newborn baby’s head have
sparked an outcry regarding human rights over
the years. Other controversial governmental
policies included mandatory insertion of an IUD
or sterilization of women with one child. Women
who resisted deliberate pregnancy terminations
were harassed, visited repeatedly and sometimes
arrested until they complied. The government
also carried out night raids to capture women
hiding or trying to flee from birth planning
workers.
Illegal children received no medical or
education benefits because they were not entered
on the population register. Some officials in
rural villages went so far as to maintain records
of women’s menstrual cycles to assure that no
unplanned babies were born. The government
also prohibited marriage for men under the age
of 22 and women under the age of 20. To further
discourage births, the government gave free
contraceptives, abortions and sterilization.
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Although the Chinese government policies
for population control resulted in curbing the
population growth relatively well, they remain
morally questionable to many.
As a result, the inflexible single-child rule
presently has many exceptions. If the first child
is a girl, rural families can have a second child in
the hope that it will be a boy to help in the fields.
In other families a second birth is allowed if the
first child is a girl so that the family line may be
preserved through a male heir. If the first child
has a non-hereditary disease and may not live to
adulthood, a second birth is permitted.
In addition to the population policy, the
Government now places great emphasis on
maternal and child health (MCH). Several laws
include special provisions to protect MCH. A threetier Maternal Care and Health network has been
created for the provision of prenatal, perinatal
and postnatal care.
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Due to allegations by the United States government that China
uses coercive methods to pursue population targets, services provided
by the United Nation Population Fund (UNFPA, http://www.unfpa.org/)
were suspended for a period of time, but have recently been restarted.
The Fund’s three-year, 14 million dollar program will cover 32 counties
in 22 provinces, many located in populous areas in central and western
China. This support has been highly controversial in the United States,
and has been a hot political issue in Congress.

United Nations Population Fund
220 East 42nd Street, New York,
NY 10017, USA
http://www.unfpa.org

• The U.S. contributed between 30-50 percent of UNFPA’s budget
until 1985, when, under the Reagan and Bush administrations, U.S.
funding was suspended on the grounds of anti-choice allegations that
UNFPA directly or indirectly supported coercive family planning practices
(Cohen, 1999).

• President Clinton restored U.S. funding for UNFPA upon entering office
in 1993 (Cohen, 1999).
• Following the resumption of UNFPA activities in China in 1998, family
planning opponents in Congress succeeded again in canceling funding for
UNFPA, citing concerns about China’s “one-child” policy (Cohen, 1999).
• For Fiscal Year 2000, an appropriation of $25 million of U.S. funding
for UNFPA was approved without the potentially crippling amendment
proposed by Representative Chris Smith (R-NJ) to cut off all U.S. funding
for UNFPA if the program engages in any activities in China. [See statement
of Congressman Smith below.] Instead, the appropriations act was passed
with an amendment that would reduce — but not eliminate — U.S.
support for UNFPA if the Population Fund supports a program in China
(Congressional Record, 1999; PL 106-113, 1999).
• In the face of a recent increase in birth rate in China the authorities
have recently begun to again tighten the regulations. There are calls for
“the vigorous implementation of birth control and remedial measures,”
meaning abortion. UNFPA has provided assistance to China since 1979.
Here are Congressman Smith’s objections:
Statement of Congressman Christopher H. Smith

UNFPA Praises China’s Family Planning Policy

Vice-Chairman, House International Relations
Committee

In March of this year the People’s Daily
reported that Thoraya Ahmed Obaid, newly
appointed executive director of the United Nations
Population Fund, “praised that over the past 20
years, China has seen notable achievements made
in population control by implementing the family
planning policy. It has thereupon played an active
role in curbing the population growth across the
world.

October 18, 2001
In January 1998, the UNFPA signed a new
4-year, $20 million agreement with the PRC. In
announcing this program, the UNFPA emphasized
that it would work in only 32 counties throughout
China, and that the PRC government had
agreed that in these 32 counties there would
be no coercion and no birth quotas, and that,
in keeping with the principles of the Program of
Action adopted at the United Nations Conference
on Population in Cairo in 1994, abortion is not
promoted as a method of family planning.
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Imagine, the wholesale killing of millions of
babies and the massive victimization of millions
of women is deemed a “notable achievement”
by the top UN population control bureaucrats.
That seems to me to be breathtakingly cruel.
Anyone who cares about human rights should be
shocked.”
Population Growth—Chapter 6: One Child

In Your Opinion

What Do You Think of a One Child Policy?
Question 5.1. Did the situation in China warrant the
extreme measures taken by the Chinese government?
Question 5.2. Was the reduction in population worth the
violation of human rights?

Get together with a group in your
class and brainstorm some alternative
solutions. Be ready to present them to
the class.

Question 5.3. Did the burden of the restrictions in
population fall inordinately on the female sex?
Question 5.4. Was the U.S. Government justified in
withholding funding from the UNFPA?
Question 5.5. Do you have some alternative suggestions?
Specify.

By the end of 1997, China had 1.243 billion people. Policy
makers have vowed to keep the population at 1.3 billion by the
turn of the century.
The population policy aims at keeping the annual population
growth rate below 1.25 per cent in the 1990-2000 period,
maintaining fertility rates at replacement level (total fertility rate
around 2) and limiting the total population to below 1.3 billion in
the year 2000.

Results of China’s Population Control Policies
After a sharp decline in the
birth rate brought on by the
drastic regulations, China’s birth
rate began to rise again. In 1984
there were 4.55 million second
births. In 1986 births of a second
child amounted to 6.88 million; an
increase of 50%.

The Peoples Republic of China had a target of a population of no
more than 1.3 billion by 2000. In recent years, the government of China
appears to have again moved toward stricter adherence to the one-child
policy, demanding the use of Intra-Uterine Devices, sterilization, and
pregnancy termination in specified circumstances.

The policies of the Chinese
government have made substantial
progress in reducing the rate of
population increase in China at the
cost of a loss of personal freedom
to its population. At present,
China has lower birth rates, death
rates and lower overall lower
population growth rates. Growth
declined from approximately 2.0
percent per year in the 1950s to
1.2 percent during the mid-1980s.
By the end of 1995, the birth rate
dropped to 17 per thousand from
34 per thousand in 1969.

Birth Rate, Death Rate, and Natural increase Rate (1949–1997 China)
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However, China is a party to the Plan of Action adopted at the 1990
World Summit for Children and has developed a national action plan.
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World Resources Institute, “China’s Population Future,”
http://www.wri.org/wri/enved/giants/chi-pop.html, 1994-95.
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An article from the International Press Service provides us with the following perspective.
POPULATION-CHINA: Changes in One-Child Policy Emerging
By Antoaneta Bezlova
BEIJING, Apr 9, 2002 (IPS) - As the United Nations Population Fund
(UNFPA) restarts its programs in China, signs are emerging that Beijing
might ease its strict, one-child policy that has been in place since the
early eighties.
Suspended more than three years ago due to U.S. allegations that
China uses coercive methods to pursue population targets, the UNFPA’s
activities will restart this month, the official China Daily reported.
The Fund’s three-year, 14 million U.S. dollar program will cover
32 counties in 22 provinces, many located in populous areas in central
and western China.
The program, approved by the UNFPA executive board in January,
will focus on promoting reproductive health and family planning in rural
China, China Daily said.
Sought for comment, the UNFPA office here issued a statement
saying "voluntaryism and the need to remove targets and quotas from
family planning providers" would be the underlying principle of the
new project.
"It is intended that the successful experiences from the 32
UNFPA-supported counties will contribute to the formulation of the
government’s reproductive health and family planning strategies for
the future," UNFPA said.
UNFPA suspended its operations following
a 1995 report in the ‘New York Times’ on
forced termination of pregnancies in southern
China, which prompted Washington to withhold
contributions to the UN body.
For every dollar UNFPA spent in China,
Washington cut a corresponding amount from
its contribution, forcing the Fund to suspend
its China operations. A U.S. embassy spokesman
said Thursday that Washington still opposes
UNFPA’s activities in China and would continue
withholding funding.
The restarting of the UNFPA’s work comes
at a time when China’s reputation has been
enjoying a boost, not least from the European
Union’s decision to stop putting forward
resolutions critical of Beijing’s human rights
record at the United Nations Human Rights
Commission in Geneva last month.
Yet the resumption of UNFPA’s activities
here is more a sign of a modification of China’s
one-child policy and a reflection of social
change — than a move aimed at scoring political
points.
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China began implementing its harsh onechild policy in the early 80s. Couples in urban
areas were allowed only one child, and only in
a few rural areas could families have a second
child after a gap of around four years.
By end-1997, China had 1.243 billion
people. Policy makers have vowed to keep the
population at 1.3 billion by the turn of the
century.
But plans to implement the new UNFPA
project, because it is based on eliminating
quotas and pushing voluntaryism instead, shows
that Chinese family planners might be easing
the strict enforcement of the policy in favour
of persuasion and education.
A spokesman for the Family Planning
Commission denied that the UN program
represents a fundamental change of policy,
but also says China aims to shift tactics
somewhat.
‘’We may adjust our policy to some extent,"
the spokesman said. ‘’We are trying to change
the working approach from the administrative
Population Growth—Chapter 6: One Child

kind to the service kind. Instead of telling people when they can give
birth, China will now try providing education, training, clinics and
counseling."
Experts suggest this adjustment can be traced to a string of radical
changes taking place in Chinese society, as its old socialist welfare
system is replaced by a capitalist-style one.
‘’Before was easy," said one western observer in Beijing. ‘’The
work unit was deciding when the family can have a child, according
to an annual quota assigned for each unit. But now when the link
between the work units and people is disappearing, they can’t play
their previous role.’’
Indeed, the state is relinquishing its cradle-to-grave care for
the population, weaning it away from a system were everything from
housing to medical assistance was provided at no cost. These days,
China’s state workers are told they are on their own. Work units are
no longer responsible for them in the old way.
But easing the old welfare policy comes with a cost: the state
loses its previous leverage over the population. Hence, more than at
any other time in the past, there is a need for education, counseling
and persuasion of people in China.
Still, dropping its coercive quota system in favor of persuasion
would not mean Beijing will officially tolerate couples having more than
one child. In fact, China is trying to emphasize even more vigorously
that the one-child policy has not changed and that its goals remain in
place.
Indeed, a recent national meeting on family
planning here stressed that ‘family planning is
China’s most fundamental policy’ and warned that
Such ‘double only-child’ families were
‘family planning work shouldn’t be slackened’. rare in China before the 1990s, they pointed
Still, other adjustments in this policy have out. But today, more and more single children
already emerged. Late last year, demographers at born in the late 70s and early 80s are reaching
a population conference came up with alarming marrying and child-bearing age, and the trend
findings that China would have some 136 million is expected to continue in the future.
elderly people in the beginning of next century.
Scientists warned that the shrinking workforce
produced by the ‘one-child’ family policy of the
Question 8.1. What do you think of the
80s, would soon have to struggle to support an
role of the Chinese government in
increasing number of retirees born under the
controlling its population? Do you feel
‘baby- boom’ policy of Mao’s period.
it was justified?
Officials from the State Family Planning
Question 8.2. UNFPA cut funding to China
Commission revealed then that a relaxed onedue to pressure from other nations.
child policy was among the remedies China hopes
How do you feel about that action?
can help correct the imbalance between old
and young. In the future, they said, when single Question 8.3. Do you think the United
States was justified when it cut funding
children marry they will be allowed to have a
to UNFPA for helping China?
second child.
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Investigation

Has China Realized Its Goals?
Check the latest data and see if the Chinese Government realized
its goal by connecting to the link shown below:
Ticking Population Clock:

http://www.cpirc.org.cn/eindex.htm

The Case of India
In New Delhi there is a population clock at a busy
intersection near the All India Institute of Medical Sciences.
It adds 1,940 individuals to the population each hour, 24 hours
a day. That amounts to an additional 16.9 million people a
year to a country already holding 931 million. India is home
to 16% of the world’s population with just 2.3% of the world’s
land resources. This rapid growth creates many problems.
More intensive farming leads to degradation of the land. In
many areas increasing reliance on irrigation has put the water
supply for drinking and sanitation in jeopardy. Although most
of India suffers from a water shortage, one fourth of the
http://www.mukuni.com/kali.htm
cropland is subject to flooding from the seasonal monsoons.
The impacts of flooding and food shortages forces millions of farmers to leave
their lands and move to the urban centers where the misery of homelessness and
starvation grows with the increase. A family sleeping in the streets and alleyways
is common in India’s major cities.
In some Indian states, notably the state
of Kerala in the southwest part of the country,
impressive advances have been made in medical
care and education. Infant mortality and life
expectancy are close to that of industrialized
countries and children must stay in school through
the tenth grade. The children of the poor in
Bombay, Calcutta and Delhi are not so lucky.
For them there is no school. Their time is spent
helping their parents scavenge for food.
Some cities like Madras, on the Southeastern
coast, must shut down the water supply for
many hours during the day to extend supplies.
Children of the poor, both in the cities and in the
countryside, suffer from illness of the digestive
system because of the lack of clean drinking
water and persistent malnutrition. Approximately
40% of India’s total population suffers from
malnutrition.
It didn’t take long for Indian leaders to
recognize the importance of limiting population
growth. In 1951 the government announced
a policy to lower the birthrate. A network of
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clinics was established throughout the country.
Contraceptives and birth control information
were made available. The program has had some
success and birth control has become more socially
acceptable. It is estimated that in excess of 90
million unintended births have been prevented by
the program.
In the mid-1970s a government emphasis on
sterilization procedures and a strongly negative
public reaction made the population control
program falter. Experts agree that India needs a
large-scale training effort to provide the technical
personnel for effective outreach programs. They
also call for an extensive program of public
education. Recently the government has issued an
action plan that promises to improve the quality of
services, reduce the emphasis on sterilization, and
expand availability of contraceptive methods.
National Public Radio’s Michael Sullivan reports
from New Delhi that India officially announced its
population has reached 1 billion people. India,
one of the first countries to establish a population
policy in the 1950’s, has had little success in
Population Growth—Chapter 6: One Child

holding down population growth. Observers say
this is partly because of an ill-advised forced
sterilization program in the 1970’s that turned
the Indian public against contraception efforts.
Although India’s population growth rate is not as
high today as it was in the 1970s, it is still twice
that of China. If India’s population continues to
grow at the current rate, it will exceed that of
China by mid-century.

What is India Doing to Solve its Problems?
Major Drive to Popularize the Pill
Compiled from articles in
Hindustan Times and The Pioneer
NEW DELHI, November 18, 1998. ICICI Ltd. launched its two-year “Goli
ke Humjoli” (Friends of the Pill) program, one of the largest private sector
initiatives to promote low-dose oral contraceptive pills in India.
Though oral contraceptives are available over-the-counter without
prescription, only 1.2 percent of Indian women use them as compared to
15-25 percent in other industrialized and developing countries.
The Rs. 6.8 crore communications campaign,
funded by the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID), will be administered by PACTCRH (Program for the Advancement of Commercial
Technology-Child and Reproductive Health) and
managed by ICICI.
While the government has poured crores
into family planning communication over the last
50 years, this is a unique private effort involving
doctors, chemists, opinion leaders, civic groups and
health organizations.
“We will not be projecting any particular
brand. Nor will we be giving a single free pill.
We are promoting a concept, not a brand,” says
Ajit Ramaswamy of the major public relations
firm that is looking after the communications for
the campaign. A television spot has been created
that will begin showing on Doordarshan and other
channels in each state.
The target audience is moderate-income
young couples living in major urban cities that
already have one child and are looking for an
effective contraceptive method for child spacing.

The program will cover Delhi, and the four states
that account for 89 percent of the total population
of—Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan,
and Bihar. Before launching the campaign, an
independent survey in these states indicated a high
awareness of available contraceptive methods, but
a lack of knowledge about how and when to use
various methods. Many myths also were associated
with the pill, including bloating, cancer causing,
and pills being stored in the stomach.
These myths are being dispelled, while the
main benefits of the pill are being promoted
through the campaign. One of the main benefits
of this painless, reversible contraceptive is that
once a woman discontinues the pill, she can get
pregnant immediately. Secondly, its efficacy is as
high as 98.4 percent. Also, husbands seem to prefer
this method, because “it doesn’t reduce sexual
pleasure.”

For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS website “Staying Up To Date” page:
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/8pop. We invite you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up To Date" web page for
this chapter. Articles may be from local newspapers, magazines, websites, or other sources that you think would be of interest
to classrooms around the country. To send us articles please go to the link
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html and find the "Submit New Article" button.
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Chapter 7

7. Can We Limit Human
Population Growth?
CAIRO — Years ago, when the water
buffalo gave plenty of milk and the pigeons
and chickens were paraded nightly to the
dinner table, Om Mahmoud was healthy
and happy with the annual ritual of giving
birth to a new baby: another pair of hands
in the lush farm fields of the Nile Delta.
But the babies kept dying, one by
one. Om Mahmoud would have a new
baby, and last year’s infant would die.
In all, she went to the birthing table 15
times. Seven lived. And finally, against
her husband’s inclinations, she went to
a family planning clinic and had an IUD
inserted.

“He wanted more children, but I did
not, because of my health. He used to
think that it would be interfering in God’s
ways. But he is ill, and all the responsibility
for the income is on me. I insisted, and
he was convinced,” recall the 47-yearold woman who supports her husband and
children by sweeping stairways in Cairo for
about $50 a month.
Now, Om Mahmoud insists her four
daughters go to school as her father never
allowed her to do.
“When a girl gets an education, she
can read, she can learn about programs the
government is providing, and from there
she can make a decision,” she says.

In the fall of 1994 an important international conference on
human population growth was held in Cairo, Egypt. Kim Murphy began
her report about that conference as follows:
The story of Om Mahmoud illustrates the personal nature that is at
the base of any discussion on population control. It also encapsulates
some of the changes that are underway, which affect population
growth in the developing countries. Whatever governments decide,
whatever expert opinion may suggest, the ultimate decision concerning
population growth rests in the hands of individual men and women.
Because of the personal nature of reproduction and its deep cultural
and religious connections the subject is a delicate one.
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Why Is It Important to Control Human Population Growth?
The environmental consequences of human population growth
discussed in Chapter 5 are reasons enough to control it. The danger
of doing nothing is to run the risk of producing a human population
that overshoots the carrying capacity of the Earth. Population studies
have shown that overshooting the carrying capacity usually ends in a
population crash—a massive die back due to starvation and disease.
That is a situation that population experts believe has already
happened in places like Ethiopia, Somalia, Bangladesh, and China, and
fear will happen with greater and greater frequency in coming years.
However, the most important thing that separates humans from the
rest of the animal world is the ability to think ahead. We should be
able to deal with our overpopulation problems in better fashion than
allowing “nature to take its course.”

How Can We Control Human Population Growth?
There are two broad ways that
the growth of human population can be
slowed:
1. Reduction in the birth rate, sometimes
called family planning.
2. Improvement in the standard of living
in the less developed nations where
population is growing the fastest. This
assumes that as the conditions of life
improve the birth rate goes down,
a phenomenon already observed by
demographers.

Family Planning
Some people think of family planning as a
synonym for deliberate termination of pregnancy
on demand. The ethics of deliberate termination
of pregnancy is complicated enough without this
confusion. Family planning refers to a variety of
actions and services: giving information to help
couples avoid or achieve conception, counseling,
educational services, improvement of the health
of women and children, and the well being of
families. Deliberate ending of pregnancy is just
one of the many options considered in family
planning discussions.
Strictly speaking the focus of family planning
is not on population growth reduction. Rather its
goal is to help couples have children when they
want them.
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Contraception and Religion
Article by Kathleen O’Grady from The Encyclopedia of Women
and World Religion (Serinity Young et al. (eds). Macmillan, 1999).
Contraception has been known to humankind from the earliest
times. Ancient Jewish sources, early Islamic medical texts, and Hindu
sacred scriptures all indicate that herbal contraceptives could induce
temporary sterility. Today, however, there exists no uniform position
on contraception within each of the major religious traditions; rather,
the issue is marked by a plurality of views from followers, religious
leaders and scholars. All of the traditions discussed below are founded
on notions of fertility and procreation within the family and thus, while
the views on contraception vary widely, no religion advocates the goal of
a childless marriage or the use of contraception outside of the marriage
contract.
The Hebrew Bible promotes prolific childbirth - “be fruitful and
multiply” (Gen 1:28) has been taken by both Jews and Christians as God’s
“first commandment” - yet there is only one explicit reference to birth
control; Genesis 38:9-10, states that during intercourse Onan “spilled his
seed on the ground” (coitus interruptus). This was “evil in the sight of
the Lord” and was punished by Onan’s death. Jewish Talmudic literature
builds on this passage and prohibits the use of any contraceptive device
for use by men which would waste the “male seed”; female contraceptives
may be permitted for health reasons (danger to the mother or to the
potential child). This remains the Orthodox position
on contraception, which accepts abstinence as the
only permissible birth control method except where
health reasons apply.
Conservative and Reform views, which note
that sexual pleasure between married couples
is permissible and sanctioned by the rabbinical
literature, authorize social, environmental and
economic reasons for the use of birth control in
addition to the health factors accepted by Orthodox
practice, and leave the decision to individual choice
(declared formally at the Central Conference of
American Rabbis, 1930; and the Rabbinical Assembly
of America, 1935).
Prior to the 1930s all Christian denominations
were united in their firm rejection of contraceptives.
The Lambeth Conference of the Church of England
(1930) marks the first departure from this unanimous
prohibition, by advocating the use of artificial
contraception when abstinence was deemed
impracticable. The Federal Council of Churches
(1931) equally adopted a policy of conservative
advocation for artificial birth control methods. Most
major Protestant traditions followed suit, and by
1961, the National Council of Churches declared
a liberal policy on contraceptive use, subject to
mutual consent between couples.
The total prohibition of artificial birth control
methods by the Roman Catholic church, declared by
Pope Pius XI in his 1930 encyclical, Casi Connubii,
was maintained by the 1968 Humanae vitae (the
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encyclical of Pope Paul VI), and constitutes the
present day policy of the church. The Catholic
position on contraception is highly influenced by
the natural law theory of Aristotle, Augustine and
Aquinas, which deems that sexuality has as its end
purpose, procreation; to interfere in this end would
be a violation of the natural law, and thus, a sin. This
view is maintained by some Anglicans, Evangelicals,
and Christian fundamentalist denominations as well.
The Catholic Church sanctions only abstinence and
the Natural Family Planning method (NFP) as suitable
techniques for birth control.
Unlike the Catholic tradition, the Eastern
Orthodox Church does not discern a moral difference
between artificial or natural birth control methods.
They note that many Church Fathers, as well as the
Pauline texts in the New Testament, do not strictly
limit sexual intercourse to procreation; the Orthodox
position is that sexual intercourse also constitutes an
expression of love within the marriage contract. No
official statement has been made on prohibitions for
artificial contraceptives, while deliberate ending of
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pregnancy, infanticide and permanent sterilization have been condemned.
The Orthodox Church allows a married couple to make their own decisions
on contraceptive use.
There is a widespread variation on attitudes to contraception in the
Islamic faith. The Quaran states: “You should not kill your children for
fear of want” (17:31; and 6:151). Critics of birth control argue that this
can be extended to include a ban on all family planning methods, while
advocates of birth control indicate that this passage explicitly refers to
infanticide, and note that there is no prohibition against birth control
in the Quaran.
Further, the Hadith and Sunna literature clearly permits the practice
of coitus interruptus (‘azl), and sources indicate that ‘azl was practiced by
the prophet Muhammed himself (Sunna related by Jabir). Those in favour
of contraception argue that artificial birth control is morally the same
as ‘azl and therefore to be accepted. Most Muslim traditions permit the
use of birth control where health reasons are an issue or where the wellbeing of the family is concerned; this affords great flexibility and latitude
in interpretation and is reflected by the vast differences in policies on
family planning by distinct Muslim groups and countries. Despite varying
viewpoints, the emphasis remains on procreation within the family as a
religious duty. There is unanimous rejection of sterilization and deliberate
termination of pregnancy.
Hinduism actively encourages a prolific procreation within marriage
but there is no prohibition against birth control in the Hindu religion. The
Upanishads describe a birth control method (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad)
and temporary abstinence is advocated in the
Shastras, while deliberate ending of pregnancy is
condemned.
Still there is a wide variance of views on
contraception by Hindu scholars: Gandhi advocated
birth control based on abstinence and not through
artificial means, while Radhakrishnan and Tagore,
on the other hand, promoted the use of artificial
methods. India was the first nation to establish a
governmental population strategy based on birth
control measures.
Common concerns unite all major religious
traditions on the issue of birth control. The critics
of family planning in each tradition fear that
contraceptive use will encourage immorality and
illicit sex, while further, many non-Western faiths
fear that liberal contraceptive policies encourage
a Western model of living that would destroy the
family and family values. Feminist commentators
have viewed prohibitions on birth control as a means
to control female sexuality and independence.
All other methods offer various degrees of
protection against an unwanted pregnancy. In
many countries information about the birth-control
pill, condoms, diaphragms, and spermicidal jellies,
is widespread and the products themselves are
increasingly available. These methods of birth

control are generally acceptable to most members of
the Protestant and Jewish communities. Wherever
educational programs concerning the facts of the
human reproductive cycle and the methods of
avoiding conception have been introduced, the birth
rate has been reduced.
Most religious groups in the U.S. report
contributing in some form to international
humanitarian assistance. Others do not. Some
offer financial support for family planning programs.
The difference is probably due to the continuing
conflict surrounding the issue of deliberate
termination of pregnancy and its association with
family planning.
Efforts at population control easily stir
up controversy. What has been learned is that
population policy that works must not violate a
culture’s integrity.
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Avoiding Conception as a Means of Population Control
According to information from a Population Council
Report dated February, 1994, approximately one in
four births in the developing world (excluding China) is
unwanted, and even more are unplanned. Unplanned births
are often detrimental to the development of the child, not
to mention the disruption caused in the life of the mother
and to family relationships.

Investigation

Population Control—Cultural Comparisons
Much of the debate centered around the termination of any pregnancy is whether
or not a human being with full human rights is being deliberately killed, which to a large
segment of our population, constitutes murder.

Part A.
Go to the web site http://www.religioustolerance/org/abo_fetu.html to look at
stages in human embryonic development. Can you determine for yourself when the
embryo should be considered human? Discuss this with your classmates and write your
opinion, backing it up with your observations. To help you do this, you could examine
pictures of human embryos at different stages. Grays Anatomy is a book which has
excellent diagrams of each stage, or you could look at the video called The Miracle of
Life, or the following web site http://www.
visembryo.com/baby/
To avoid terminating a pregnancy, many feel
that the problem should be solved even before
the egg and sperm get a chance to meet.
There are several ways to prevent the sperm
and egg from coming together. These methods of
contraception fall into the following categories:
• Not engaging in sexual activity - abstinence
• Preventing a follicle from developing - birth
control pills
• Placing a barrier between sperm and egg—
condoms (male/female), cervical caps,
diaphragms
• Killing the sperm - spermicides
• Surgery - blocking the sperm or egg with
surgical procedures like tubal ligations (in
women) or vasectomies (in men)
• Timing - avoiding intercourse during the
period of maximum fertility
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How well do these methods of birth control
work? You will note from the table on the next
page that only one is foolproof. Total abstinence
from sexual relations is the only guaranteed
method of birth control. It is also the only
method agreed upon by all cultures in all places,
with one stunning exception! The abstinence in
many cultures applies only to females, and NOT
to males. Some cultures will go to extremes to
keep their young women virginal, while young men
are expected to “sow their wild oats”.

Part B.
Do research on Internet to find out which
methods of birth control are considered acceptable
or feasible in various cultures. Each student or
group could take one or two methods and research
reasons why it is or is not used. Look at education,
cost, and status of women.
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BIRTH CONTROL COMPARISONS
FAILURE RATES

MECHANISM OF ACTION
Prevents

STD

USER

Method of birth

Perfect Actual Prevents

Postpone Protection Continuation

control

use

use

No Method

85

85

Spermicides

6

26

++++

Male Condoms

3

14

++++

++

61

fertilization implantation sex

†

rates
40

Female Condoms

5

21

++++

++

56

Diaphragm

6

20

++++

+

56

Sponge w/o prior
pregnancy

6

20

++++

+

56

Cervical Cap w/o
prior pregnancy

9

20

++++

+

56

40

++++

+

42

Cervical Cap/Sponge
w/ prior pregnancy 26
Ovulation Method

3

20

+++

+

63

Sympto-Thermal

2

17

+++

+

63

Calendar Method

5-9

13-20

+++

+

63

Lactation (LAM)

0.5

6

++++

Withdrawal

4

19

++++

Combined Oral
Contraceptives

0.1

5

+++

+

71

Mini-Pill
(Progestin-Only)

0.5

1-13

++

++

71

Norplant

0.05

1-5

++

++

88

Depo-Provera

0.3

-

+++

+

59

IUD

0.6-1.5

1-2

+

+++

80

Abstinence

0

0

++++

+++

†

http://www.howstuffworks.com/framed.htm?parent=human-reproduction.htm&url=http://www.epigee.org/guide/index.html
The chart above compares reversible
contraceptives. Each method is
listed with its estimated "perfect use
failure rate," that is, the percentage of
pregnancies which occur if the method
is used perfectly and consistently. The
"actual failure rate," also listed below,
is the percentage of pregnancies reported
by typical users. All of these figures
are among couples using the specified
method for one year. The columns in the
center indicate how each method works,
giving an idea of which mechanisms
are employed as birth control. Failure
rates for hormonal methods and the IUD
tend to be lower because of interceptive
mechanisms which take effect when
fertilization is not prevented. On the
right are indications as to sexually
transmitted disease (STD) protection
and one year continuation rates for each
method.

Deliberate Ending of Pregnancy as
a Means of Population Control
Deliberate ending of pregnancy has always been a
controversial subject of discussion among those who surround
us. It is nearly impossible to find someone who does not have
an opinion about deliberate termination of pregnancy. Since
both sides have strong arguments in defense of their viewpoints,
debates on the topic usually go nowhere. An unwanted child is
a pitiful thing, but the thought of terminating something that if
left to run its natural course would result in a birth of a human
being gives many people a feeling of abhorrence. However, it
is the government’s responsibility to ensure the well being of
all its citizens, and the well being of all individuals includes the
personal control of one’s own body.
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According to the law a woman could legally have deliberate
end of pregnancy up to a set number of weeks into a pregnancy
only—after that a deliberate ending of pregnancy would be illegal.
The applicable laws in the United States emanate from two basic
governmental sources: (1) the legislatures of the several states and
territories and (2) the United States (i.e., the “federal”) Supreme
Court. The state legislatures, being responsible for the production
of most criminal laws, are the traditional source of regulation of
the termination of pregnancy. Thus, from the decline of common
law (judicially created) crimes in the early 19th century, to the
intervention of the United States (federal) Supreme Court in the
1970s, state legislatures widely criminalized deliberate termination
of pregnancy. In 1973, in the case of Roe vs. Wade, the United
States Supreme Court ruled that the 14th Amendment to the United
States Constitution provided a fundamental right for a woman to
end pregnancy. The Supreme Court held that the “right to privacy,”
established by the Court’s precedents in the contraception cases
of the 1960s and early 70s, assured the freedom of a person to
end pregnancy unless the state had a “compelling interest” in
preventing such an action. The Court then held that, though the
state had an interest in protecting fetal life, this interest did not
become adequate to allow banning the deliberate termination of
any pregnancy until fetal viability occurred in the third trimester
of pregnancy. All the state laws that regulated deliberate ending of
pregnancy during the first six months of pregnancy, except for the
purpose of protecting maternal health during the second trimester,
were invalidated.

Additional Laws Restricting
Deliberate Termination of Pregnancy
16 states still have pre-1973 laws on the books • a woman and her doctor may freely decide
to terminate a pregnancy during the first
restricting deliberate termination of pregnancy
trimester,
even though they are clearly unconstitutional and
nullified under Roe vs. Wade.
• state governments can restrict access to the
medical help in deliberate termination of
There have been many attempts since 1973
pregnancy after the first trimester with laws
to reduce free access to deliberate ending of
intended to protect the woman’s health,
pregnancy. Laws have been passed by some states
and at the federal level to:
• if the woman’s health or life are at risk, medical
help in deliberate ending of pregnancy after fetal
• require counseling and/or a cooling-off period
viability must be available; state governments
before a deliberate ending of pregnancy,
can prohibit other deliberate terminations of
• require an underage woman to obtain permission
pregnancies.
from a parent, guardian or court
Today most people who favor deliberate ending
• end financial support for women in poverty who
of pregnancy focus on a woman’s rights and the
seek to deliberately terminate pregnancies,
people opposed to deliberate ending of pregnancy
• ban deliberate termination of pregnancy after focus on a fetus’ rights. Both agree that the life
viability of the fetus unless required to preserve of a child is a precious thing that deserves the full
the woman’s life or health.
protection of the law. There would even be nearly
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in its famous 1973 universal agreement that it is a woman’s exclusive
right to make decisions concerning her body.
Roe vs. Wade decision that:
The crucial question of the controversy is,
“When does a fetus become a human being?”
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Unfortunately science cannot give a clear answer to this
question and conservative religious opposition has increased
since the early 1980s.
Deliberate ending of pregnancy is at present the most
widely practiced form of family planning in the world. According
to the World Health Organization an estimated 50 million women
each year resort to deliberate ending of pregnancy to prevent
unwanted births. The fact that it has a long history and that
many women do it does not, in the view of the opponents, make
it morally right. Many of them hold that the life of a human
being starts with the union of a sperm with an egg and that
the growing fetus should be treated as a human being. From
that point of view destruction of a fetus is the same as murder
of an individual.
The courts and most people in the U.S. have adhered to a
different view. The nine months of pregnancy are divided into
thirds. During the first three months (first trimester) medical
access to deliberate termination of pregnancy is guaranteed by
law. It is a decision and responsibility of the woman.
The opposition of the Roman Catholic Church to any
interference with conception except for the avoidance of sex
during a woman’s fertile period is well known. At one time
Thomas Aquinas had held that the fetus went through various
stages of development before it acquired a human spirit,
which did not happen until about 45 days after conception.
This became the Church’s position until 1869 when church law
changed. Today, Church authorities admit that they do not know
when a fetus becomes a person but that doubt is sufficient
reason to oppose all deliberate termination of pregnancy.

Investigation

Difficult Questions
Is finding a successful method of birth
control the only problem? What if a method
is found that an individual would find
effective, but it is forbidden for use by their
government? How much can a government
interfere with the lives of individuals?
Consider these difficult questions:
• How much should the government of a free
nation have to say about birth control?
• Should it be regulated?

Work with a group of students to come up
with answers to these questions. When you can
agree, report on your opinions to the class and
be prepared to back them up. If you cannot
agree, allow for a minority opinion, making
sure that both sides have reasoned arguments
for their opinion.

• If so, to what extent?
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Education and the Emancipation of Women
All over Western Europe after World War II and in other industrialized
countries, women began to leave the house for the world of outside
work, and went to school for career education. As women moved out
of the home into offices and factories increased education gave them
the tools to do jobs other than child raising and housekeeping and it
gave them a different image of themselves. Expanded life choices
were available. Using birth control, women could choose when they
wished to start a family. Statistics showed that invariably the more
educated a woman was, the later she tended to marry and the fewer
children she had.
In many of the less developed countries, however, the role of
women has not changed. Young girls are forced by social pressures,
coercion and sometimes even violence into early marriages and frequent
childbearing. Where boys are valued more highly than girls, wives are
expected to keep having children until the desired number of sons
are produced. Where women are denied education, independence,
property ownership, legal and social rights they will continue to rely
on childbearing as a source of status and security.
Multiple births can take a terrible toll on the mother. Every
pregnancy is a drain on her health. This is especially true in situations
where the woman not only works in the fields but where low living
standards do not give her the support she needs. In many cultures
where women work the fields and prepare the food, they usually eat
last and only the leftovers. In these places women are limited to
roles as field workers, preparation of meals, home keepers and child
bearers. Without rights and education, they do
not have the economic or political strength to
change their roles.
As we have seen, where women have some
degree of control over their own destinies, the
birth rate declines and female health improves.
Where education of women is encouraged the size
of families is much smaller. One of the methods
to reduce population growth then, is to improve
their situation.

Women’s rights
The controversy that surrounds deliberate
ending of pregnancy impinges on the right of a
woman to control her own life. Those who support
deliberate ending of pregnancy as a legitimate
choice point to the consequences of forcing
unwilling parenthood on women. Childbearing
permanently disrupts the course of life. It
curtails education, employment opportunities,
and changes the social status of women. Where
a child is unwanted or where there is a lack of
ability of the parents to support it, the effect on
the child’s development can be disastrous.
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Going beyond the question of the right of
women to make their own choice with regard
to deliberate ending of pregnancy, the right of
women to birth control measures is still an issue
in some cultures. Many people see access to
effective birth control as a personal liberation
that gives a woman the means to shape her own
destiny and stabilize her family’s life. For some
men this is a perceived threat to their authority.
Others may see birth control as a means toward
an immoral life or as giving a woman too much
control.
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Reducing the Birth Rate by Economic and Social Change
Birth rates are influenced by many factors.
The family planning movement is one of them.
Population experts point out that economic and
social changes also influence birth rates. The theory
of the demographic transition was developed out
of the experience of the industrialized countries
of the West. Many experts expected developing
countries in the rest of the world to follow the
same pattern. The expectation was that, as
industrialization proceeded, a reduction in the birth
rate would follow economic improvement. The
slogan of the World Population Conference in 1974
was “development is the best contraceptive.” In
the last century in the U.S. and the U.K. this process
took many decades. However, recent studies have
shown that a reproductive change is already under way in the
developing world.
All over the developing world women from different cultures,
and from different social and economic backgrounds have started
to desire smaller families. Birth rates have begun to fall even in
the absence of improved living conditions. They have declined
by about a third in the last thirty years. Where women formerly
had an average of six children they now have four. These changes
have taken place in countries as different as Thailand, Colombia,
Morocco and Turkey.
Although many factors must necessarily
be present to bring about declining birth rates,
among them is the distinguishing characteristic use of condoms as a contraceptive technique as well
of the modern age — information exchange. It is as protection from sexually transmitted diseases and
no longer noteworthy that a television antenna AIDS. Voluntary sterilization is increasingly common in
may sprout from the roof of the poorest home. Latin America and in India. Birth rates have declined
Remote villages that may not have a school have even in the sub-Saharan lands of Botswana, Kenya and
a communal television set around which many Zimbabwe.
members of the community gather in the evening.
It is impossible to measure what changes in
attitudes and values are taking place as viewers
watch messages about personal and family health
and see portrayals of different, and sometimes
foreign, life-styles. However, in some countries
popular entertainment shows also encourage
family planning. They seem to have had great
effect. Other methods of communication, like
radio and visits of traveling nurses, are also being
used to spread information concerning family
planning.
If contact with the wider world has changed
attitudes concerning family life, the availability of
contraceptive methods have provided the means
to put new ideas into action. In the developing
countries 38 percent of women in their childbearing
years now use contraceptives. There is increasing

In Kenya, for example, where the culture
previously favored large families the growing shortage
of agricultural land changed the aim of family
life. Strong programs by the Kenyan government
and volunteer population organizations provided
information and contraceptives throughout the country.
Better education for women increased their status and
promoted the use of contraceptives. The result was
that between 1984 and 1989 contraceptive use rose
59 percent.

One of the social benefits of smaller families is the
concentration of family energy and assets on a smaller
number of individuals. This result is true of families in
the U.S. as well as elsewhere. The Rand Corporation,
a study group that researches such questions, reported
in 1994 that the largest family factor contributing to
higher scores on the National Assessment of Educational
Progress tests were a drop in family size.
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The Future of Population Growth
If the worldwide decline in birth rates generates optimism with
regard for the long-term future of human population, there is still
the sobering thought that, despite the decrease in birth rates, the
total human population will continue to grow. The number of people
in the world is expected to double to 10 billion by the year 2050.
One of the reasons is that a large part of the world population has
not yet reached its reproductive years. In the developing countries
more than one third of the population is under 15 years of age. Even
if future couples practice
family planning and have 2 or
fewer children, the number
of childbearing couples will
result in a population increase.
The population age structure
graphs below compare a rapid
growth country (Kenya), a
slow growth country (China)
and a negative growth country
(Russia).
Question 8.4. How do the
shapes of the graphs
differ?
Question 8.5. How do the
percentages of young
children compare in the
three countries?
Question 8.6. What can
you predict about the
future populations of
Kenya and Russia from
the information in the
graphs?
Question 8.7. What will
happen in 10, 20 and 30
years?
Question 8.8. Based on
the information in
the graphs, what can
you predict about the
needs for each of the
countries in the years
to come?
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For color versions of these maps, please refer to the GSS CD-ROM or register at the GSS website and download the Population Growth PDF file.

Maps Comparing the world’s relative geography (left) with the distribution of the world’s population (right)
http://research.amnh.org/biodiversity/crisis/resconpercap.html.

For new material relating to this chapter, please see
the GSS website “Staying Up To Date” page:
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/8pop. We invite
you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up
To Date" web page for this chapter. Articles may
be from local newspapers, magazines, websites, or
other sources that you think would be of interest to
classrooms around the country. To send us articles
please go to the link
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html
and find the "Submit New Article" button.
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8. Choosing a World
It has been almost two hundred years since Thomas Malthus
began the discussion of human population growth. The discussion
continues even today in a world six times more populated than it was
in Malthus’ day. Many people are concerned about the problem, but the
majority of people are caught up in their day to day lives, paying little
or no attention to the issue. Changes caused by population increase
take years or decades before they can be noticed. From an individual
point of view, it’s easy to overlook global population growth.
To people living in an American small town or rural area, the idea
of an overcrowded world probably seems too remote to be concerned
about. But in some places, overcrowding is a fact of life. To people
swaying with the movement of a crowded big city subway train, pressed
on all sides by the bodies of other people, with strangers’ faces a few
inches away from their own, the notion of an overcrowded world is
all too real. Personal experience can make all the difference. If we
trade places with someone living on a side street in Calcutta, India, we
have a quite different personal experience. We are now surrounded by
thousands of neighbors, barefoot, sleeping at night in the shelter of a
piece of cloth against a wall, searching in garbage cans for a scrap of
discarded food. This would give a different perspective on population
growth.
Sure, population growth plays a role in the
poverty, disease, and environmental degradation
that occurs in the less developed world. But
sometimes actions far away have profound
influence on a local population. Our world is so
interconnected that the level of consumption in
a rich country can affect the lives of a people
living far away, as we may see in the story of
Tres Amigos.

http://www.membres.tripod.fr/vulcanscfrance/desperados.htm
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http://www.co.gloucester.va.us/pr/events/ft.htm

Chapter 8

Tres Amigos
The Valle de San Cristobal lies sixty kilometers
southwest of Valencia in the Andean highlands in
Venezuela. The valley was the home of about 300
farming families who made their living directly
from the soil. Farmers worked small plots of
land, called conucos, each about 20 hectares
in area (about 45 football fields). Three of the
farmers—Rafael, Jorge and Jose—were friends,
all of the same age. They had played together
from boyhood. Their adult lives were similar, very
much like their fathers before them. Each had
married and became the head of a family that
planted the conucos with corn, carrots, black
beans and plantain trees. The crops along with
chickens and a few pigs made the “tres amigos”
self sufficient.
Nearby, Ernesto Sebastian de Cuevas ran a
large coffee plantation covering rolling hills with
lush, green coffee plants bearing the red coffee
beans that made the de Cuevas family wealthy.
Ernesto had been worried about the future of
his coffee plantation because the yield from his
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coffee plants was declining. The land was getting tired. Although the
quality of his beans was still acceptable, the prices he got for them from
the American buyers were not high enough to cover his expenses. Four
years ago successive seasons of drought had forced him to borrow money
and for the first time in his family’s history there was now a mortgage on
plantation de Cuevas. The bank payments were strangling him. At first
he thought he might have to move from his comfortable home in Caracas
overlooking the Caribbean Sea and return to the plantation to manage
the plantation himself, but his friend and banker, Guillen Vincenti, had
advised him how to proceed.
In the Llanos, the lands to the south of his plantation, were large
ranches there were successfully raising cattle, bringing good prices on the
American fast food hamburger market. Americans seemed to be addicted
to hamburgers just as they are to coffee. The Valle de San Cristobal with
its moist climate and lush vegetation would be an even better place than
the Llanos to raise cattle. If he brought cattle raising to the valley he
could not only add to his revenue but it could provide a backup should his
coffee crop fail again. But for cattle, he needed more land.
Manuel Hernandez, head manager of plantation de Cuevas, had the
responsibility to see that de Cuevas’ plans were carried out. His visits to
the neighboring conucos had not been encouraging. Only two families had
agreed to the price he was offering and were preparing to move out. His
next visits to the conucos would not be so friendly, because he had checked
at the land office in Valencia and, as he suspected, there were no titles of
ownership of the conucos recorded there.
“But what else can I do?” Rafael was talking
with his two friends. “If I don’t take the money and
work for de Cuevas we will lose everything.”
“How can you think of giving up your land?
The land of your father and his father before
him?” asked Jorge.
“How can I prove it is mine? The hombre says
that de Cuevas has a land grant that is ancient.
He says that it includes your conucos too. And
Jose’s also.”
Jose bristled, “Let him try to take my land!
He will fail!”
“And how will you stop him, my friend?”
The roar of the bulldozer from the plantation
filled Jose’s ears as he led his family off the
conucos. They carried and wheeled their
belongings and tools. The children moved two
pigs before them and carried the crates of the
few chickens that had not been sold. Jose gave
the cart a powerful push. He wanted to get
away as quickly as possible, before the bulldozer
leveled the house and pushed down the plantain
trees his family had carefully nourished for so
many years.
The land was all to be converted to growing
corn. Not corn that would not be ground up to
make delicious arepa but would instead be used
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to fatten the cattle that were at that moment
eating the carrot tops in Rafael’s field. Rafael
had taken the job of planting and caring for the
corn fields. He was taught to drive a tractor and
thus would be able to do the work of ten farmers.
He was to be paid in money and would have to
buy the corn for his wife, Margareta, to make
arepa with.
Jose had warned Rafael, “What will happen
if your wages are not enough to buy what you must
have?” he had said. “What then? You will go hat
in hand to the hombre to beg for more money
instead of growing your food yourself! Where is
your dignity?”
Jose and his family made their way up the
hillside. There, on a slope, Jose had constructed
a rude shelter and had begun clearing some of
the trees. The land would make a poor farm. It
would take months to clear the trees. He would
have to find some way to keep the soil from
rushing down the slope in the spring rains. The
family would have little to eat until a crop, no
matter how meager, was planted and harvested.
Worst of all there were no plantain trees to give
them its sweet fruit. But the land was his. He had
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made the trip to Valencia and with the money he had been given for
his land he bribed a clerk into giving him a deed to a portion of hillside
claimed by no one. It would be difficult but Jose was determined that
his family would survive.
When the de Cuevas bulldozer came to Jorge’s conucos, he and
his family had already left. They had sold everything for a pittance
and had taken the long bus ride to Caracas. The bus was crowded
with many families doing the same thing. They were going to the big
city to find jobs and make a modern way of life for themselves. But
there were too many of them.
Around every city in Venezuela, and in other countries in South
America, large areas of slums, called barrios, have developed, where
squatters from the rural areas live in small shacks. The parents look
for odd jobs and children scour the garbage cans for scraps of food.
The family finds shelter wherever it can. The squatter shelters are
built of boxes and cardboard. There is no easily accessible water and
no sanitary facilities. There is not enough work and not enough food.
Over three million people live in Caracas and its suburbs. Of them,
one million are in the barrios, rural people displaced from their farms.
Every day the barrios are growing larger. The government is unable to
alleviate the poverty and miserable living conditions.
Some people who say that those living conditions are the result
of the desires of the American consumer.
Question 8.1. Do you agree that bad living conditions parts of South
America are the result of the desires of the American consumer? If
you do, why do you? If you don’t, why don’t you agree?

The Tragedy of the Commons
The Tragedy of the Commons is the title of
an essay by Garret Hardin in which he describes
the actions of farmers who jointly own a pasture.
Each of them sends the greatest number of cows
they can to graze on the common land. Since
each of them believes that the others will do it,
they all do it. The inevitable result is overgrazing
and the destruction of the commons. Hardin
points out that in each of the farmers’ minds the
destruction of the commons is divided up among
all the farmers and is therefore small loss to an
individual farmer. The fattened cattle bring
benefits that are not shared with other farmers
but go to the owner only.
Overharvesting the ocean is a “tragedy of
the commons” type problem. If there are no
restraints, the owners of ocean going factory
fishing trawlers believe that it is in their best
interest to take as many fish as possible. They
reason that if they don’t, someone else will. The
injury to the oceans is something that will be
divided up by many. The profits from a shipload
of fish belongs to the owners only.
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In some respects having large families is a
“tragedy of the commons” type problem. The
benefits that come from having many workers in
the family means that the family will be better
able to survive and the parents will have security
in their old age. These benefits belong to the
family alone. The hidden costs of big families such
as overcrowding of the land, soil degradation,
less water, more illiteracy are shared by the
community as a whole.
Environmentalists concerned about the longrange sustainability of the Earth’s systems see the
explosion of the human population as a danger. As
people all over the world push for a better quality
of life for themselves and their children they are
pressing against the ability of the Earth to supply
water, food, space and manufactured goods. It
is not necessarily the numbers of people that are
the problem. It is what an increase in population
does to the environment in order to meet their
needs that are a cause for concern.
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Quality of life
The fact that modern civilization extends the human life
span and brings improvements in living conditions for many
people cannot be denied. That it does not improve living
conditions for everyone also cannot be denied. It is difficult
to measure “quality of life.” One measure can simply be the
change in average life expectancy. Other measures can be
a reduction in the rate of infant mortality, gross national
product (GNP), and literacy rate. However, certain important
ingredients of the quality of life can’t be measured, like the
degree of self-determination people have, or how much beauty
there is in their lives. Moreover GNP can be very misleading as
an indicator of the quality-of-life. It includes products harmful
to the environment, such as armaments, toxics, or wood from
clear-cut forests. It is ironic that GNP includes both cigarettes
and medical costs of treating respiratory diseases made worse
by cigarettes (and air pollution).

“The Tragedy of the Commons,”
Garrett Hardin, Science,
162(1968):1243-1248.

Unless countries like China, India, and yes, the United
States can control their population growth and the attendant
environmental problems, the future quality of life for all of
their citizens is in jeopardy. Together India and China have
almost 38% of the world’s population. What happens to them
and what they do is sure to affect the entire world.

Investigation

The Quality of Your Life
Meet with a small group of your classmates
and decide what items your group would put on
a quality-of-life list. Your group might select
items such as personal health, economic security,
political freedom, companionship, high level of
education, and others. Work with your group to
put the list in order of priority. If the population
doubled, decide among yourselves which of the
items on your list would be affected. Describe
what might happen. Which of the items on your
list can be measured? For those that can’t be
measured easily can your group suggest a method
of measuring them? Have a reporter in your group
keep the list with notes on your decisions. After
your group work is complete compare your results
with those of the rest of the class. Can the class
establish a list that all can agree on?
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Interview your parents or any two adults
and help them to establish a quality-of-life list
of their own.
How is the list produced by your interview
with adults similar to the list created by your
class? How is it different?
Compare a simple fisherman with a hand net
to a giant Japanese trawler with miles of drift
nets. It is a common story A single man with the
inventions and techniques of an industrialized
civilization can have a greater impact on the
environment than hundreds of individuals who
live in a nonindustrialized way.
The same technological innovations that
have, for many people, made life longer and
richer than at any previous time in human history
have done so at a cost. The cost is the impact on
the environment.
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Where Do We Go From Here?
Henry David Thoreau, the American philosopher of nature
wrote, in the late 1800s, “What is the value of building a home,
if one does not have a decent planet to put it on?” In this book
we have seen how human population growth can cause global
environmental problems. The next question is, “What are we
going to do about it?” It’s tempting to think that the problems
are so large, there is nothing that we, as individuals, can do. It’s
easy to say that they should have fewer children. Or that they,
the rich people of the world, should not squander raw materials
and energy in wasteful ways.
Compared to most of the rest of the world, Americans’ way
of life is a wasteful one. No matter how small, every reduction
in our demand on the Earth’s resources helps. If we multiply the
contribution to save energy, buy less and recycle more, by each
and every person living in the U.S., there will be a real reduction
in global environmental impact.
We can also think about technology in a different way. The
idea of using appropriate or small scale technology is not restricted
to developing countries. Our electrical power systems consist of
• centralized generating plants burning coal or oil, putting smoke
and carbon dioxide into the atmosphere,
• towers supporting high voltage electric lines across the
countryside interrupting the beauty of the landscape,
• intermediate power stations to distribute this
electricity,
• massive networks of wires to each home and
business.
Much of the energy is lost to heat as it moves
through wires. What if small solar or wind-powered
generators could provide the electricity needed
at many locations? Those clean, sustainable
energy technologies were not available when
communities were first electrified.
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Many environmentalists fear that exporting
technology to developing countries will increase
the industrial impact on the global environment.
But technology is not automatically detrimental
to the environment. It depends on what the
technology is and how it is used. For example, a
few years ago, in an effort to increase the flow of
water for drinking and irrigation of crops in Kenya,
relief organizations shipped gasoline powered
pumps costing several thousands of dollars each
to rural villages. Not only did the pumps require
expensive gasoline but when they broke down
there were no technicians to repair them. It was
only when local workers were shown how to build
efficient foot-operated water pumps costing about
$100 each that these villages truly benefited.
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Finding fuel for cooking is a major issue in many developing
countries where wood and even dung has become scarce.
A movement to use simple, inexpensive solar cookers has
proven to be a clean, sustainable solution to this problem
in many areas. Check Solar Cookers International web site
[http://solarcooking.org/] to find out more about this movement.
• If we believe that all people are created with an equal right to live
life fully, then a sustainable world must include an increase in the
level of prosperity and security for everyone, both in our country
and in the less developed nations of the world.
• Future generations of men and women also have the right to live as
fully and as richly as we do. They will need a share of the resources
of the Earth. Consideration of the needs of future generations
must be part of sustainability.
• Sustainability has to include the idea that economic growth
and resource development must be limited by what the global
environment can support on a continuous basis.
People today who take these ideas seriously and who work to
spread this new attitude among their friends and neighbors, who
encourage appropriate legislation, and who endeavor to live more
lightly on the Earth, are a new kind of world citizen. The Earth
will endure in one form or another no matter what we do to it.
The question is, now that we have the power to change the global
environment, what kind if Earth do we want to live on?
It does not necessarily take a great many
people to change the course of human history.
Consider a ball rolling down a slope. The slope
has ridges and valleys running downhill. If a
small sideways push is applied to the ball its
rolling course is altered and it rolls down into a
completely different valley than the one it was
headed for. The ball is human history. The valleys
are alternate futures. A relatively small number
of people can provide the sideways push to get the
ball rolling in a different direction. The decisions
each of us make, both large and small, and the
values we choose to pass on will determine the
future of life on Earth.
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A Sustainable World
During most of human history, our species
has survived by cooperation, developing ways
of life that were sustainable over the long term.
But recently, both human population growth
and a high consumption life style have become
unsustainable in the long run. There is a need
for us to examine our activities and, where they
cannot be sustained in the long run, decide how
to modify them. There is also an ethical problem
for the people of the industrial countries if part of
their life style is supported by the impoverishment
of people in the underdeveloped countries. Is
your clothing put together in sweatshops located
in Asian nations? These sweatshops employ young
children and are run by American corporations.
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Investigation

The Road Not Taken
The decisions each of us make, both large and small, and the
values we choose to pass on will determine the future of life on
Earth.
Read the following poem by Robert Frost. How does the poem
relate to the picture of the ball rolling on a wavy surface? Can you
relate the poem to decisions your generation may be making about the
kind of world you want for yourself and for your descendents?
The Road Not Taken
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,

And both that morning equally lay

And sorry I could not travel both

In leaves no step had trodden black.

And be one traveler, long I stood

Oh, I kept the first for another day!

And looked down one as far as I could

Yet knowing how way leads on to way,

To where it bent in the undergrowth;

I doubted if I should ever come back.

Then took the other, as just as fair,

I shall be telling this with a sigh

And having perhaps the better claim,

Somewhere ages and ages hence:

Because it was grassy and wanted wear;

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—

Though as for that the passing there

I took the one less traveled by,

Had worn them really about the same,

And that has made all the difference.
Robert Frost (1874 - 1963)

Make a list of the ways humans are affecting Earth
systems that seem important to you. (Humans are affecting
the atmosphere by ...... Humans are affecting the land by
...... Humans are affecting the oceans by ..... Humans are
affecting ecosystems by ...... )
Write down how you think you and your actions relate
to each of those impacts.
For each of the interconnections between you and
the impact on Earth systems state why you are satisfied or
dissatisfied with your actions.
Question 8.2. If you had the power to change how
humans, in general, relate to the Earth, what
changes would you propose?
Question 8.3. What suggestions would you make so that
the quality of life for all people in the world could
be improved?
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The Earth Charter Initiative began in 1987, when the United Nations
World Commission on Environment and Development issued a call for
creation of a new charter that would set forth fundamental principles
for sustainability based on respect for nature, universal human rights,
economic justice, and a culture of peace. These principles are also
based upon contemporary science, international law, and the insights
of philosophy and religion. The preamble of the Earth Charter is as
follows:
We stand at a critical moment in Earth's history, a time when
humanity must choose its future. As the world becomes increasingly
interdependent and fragile, the future at once holds great peril and
great promise. To move forward we must recognize that in the midst
of a magnificent diversity of cultures and life forms we are one human
family and one Earth community with a common destiny. We must join
together to bring forth a sustainable global society founded on respect
for nature, universal human rights, economic justice, and a culture of
peace. Towards this end, it is imperative that we, the peoples of Earth,
declare our responsibility to one another, to the greater community of
life, and to future generations.
The entire Earth Charter may be found at
http://www.earthcharter.org/
Question 8.4. Are there any elements of
the Earth Charter that you disagree
with? On what grounds?
Question 8.5. Which elements of the
Earth Charter could you most
strongly agree with? What are
some ways you, your friends and
community could support them?

For new material relating to this chapter, please see
the GSS website “Staying Up To Date” page:
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/8pop. We invite
you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up
To Date" web page for this chapter. Articles may
be from local newspapers, magazines, websites, or
other sources that you think would be of interest to
classrooms around the country. To send us articles
please go to the link
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html
and find the "Submit New Article" button.
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